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Abstract

We determine the spaces of states of the two-dimensional O(n) and Q-state Potts mod-
els with generic parameters n,Q ∈ C as representations of their known symmetry alge-
bras. While the relevant representations of the conformal algebra were recently worked
out, it remained to determine the action of the global symmetry groups: the orthogo-
nal group for the O(n) model, and the symmetric group SQ for the Q-state Potts model.
We do this by two independent methods. First we compute the twisted torus partition
functions of the models at criticality. The twist in question is the insertion of a group
element along one cycle of the torus: this breaks modular invariance, but allows the
partition function to have a unique decomposition into characters of irreducible rep-
resentations of the global symmetry group. Our second method reduces the problem
to determining branching rules of certain diagram algebras. For the O(n) model, we
decompose representations of the Brauer algebra into representations of its unoriented
Jones–Temperley–Lieb subalgebra. For the Q-state Potts model, we decompose represen-
tations of the partition algebra into representations of the appropriate subalgebra. We
find explicit expressions for these decompositions as sums over certain sets of diagrams,
and over standard Young tableaux. We check that both methods agree in many cases.
Moreover, our spaces of states are consistent with recent bootstrap results on four-point
functions of the corresponding CFTs.
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1 Introduction

1.0.1 Lattice models and conformal field theories

The O(n) model and the Q-state Potts model are one-parameter families of statistical models,
which have quite a few compelling features:

• For special values of n or Q, they reduce to important models such as the Ising model or
percolation. We consider generic values n,Q ∈ C of the parameters, which interpolate
between these important models, and offer the hope of a unified approach.
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• Each model has a number of variants, depending on the lattice geometry, the interac-
tions, or the choice of a dense or dilute phase. However, each model also has a critical
limit, where all these variants are described by the same conformal field theory: the
O(n) and Potts CFTs.

• In two dimensions, early exact results on critical exponents [1,2] raise the hope of ana-
lytically solving the models.

In this article, we take a significant step towards exactly solving these models, by determining
their spaces of states. We build on earlier work such as the calculation of torus partition func-
tions [3] and the analysis of enlarged symmetries [4], and complete the picture by determining
the action of the global symmetry groups: the orthogonal group O(n) for the O(n)model, and
the symmetric group SQ for the Potts model.

Our analysis will start with specific lattice realizations, namely the O(n)model on a hexag-
onal lattice in the dense phase, and the Potts model on a square lattice. We will then take a
critical limit lim

critical
, which means

• sending the lattice size L to infinity,

• sending the coupling K to a critical value Kc ,

• restricting to scaling states via a double limit procedure.

In the case of symmetry algebras or spaces of states, we will write the critical limit in a heuris-
tic sense, and not attempt to define it precisely. In the case of the main objects that we will
compute, namely partition functions and branching coefficients, the critical limit can be de-
fined precisely. Actually, branching coefficients behave in a particularly simple way, as each
coefficient becomes L-independent for L large enough.

It is only for technical convenience that we choose specific lattice realizations, and focus on
the critical limit. Our results actually hold off-criticality, and for a wide class of lattice realiza-
tions. In particular, our algebraic results only assume rather generic symmetry requirements
on the interactions.

1.0.2 A preview of the main results

Let us sketch our results for the O(n)model, which are slightly simpler than for the Potts model.
The action of O(n) on the space of states is described by a family of representations Λ(r,s) with
r ∈ 1

2N
∗ and s ∈ 1

rZ. A representation Λ(r,s) is a multiplicity space, which describes how the
group O(n) acts on a space of fields with given properties under conformal transformations.
Our two independent methods lead to two different expressions:

Λ(r,s) = δr,1δs∈2Z+1[]

+
1
2r

2r−1
∑

r ′=0

eπir ′sU 2r
gcd(2r,r′)

 

δgcd(2r,r ′)∈2N[] +
gcd(2r,r ′)−1
∑

k=0

(−1)k[gcd(2r, r ′)− k, 1k]

!

(1)

=
∑

|λ|≤2r
|λ|≡2r mod 2

∑

T∈Tλ

∑

ω∈Ω(2r)
|λ|

δ
e
πiω

�

s− ind(T )
r

�

,1
λ . (2)

The first expression, reproduced from Eq. (34), involves irreducible representations of O(n)
written as Young diagrams [], [gcd(2r, r ′) − k, 1k], together with Chebyshev polynomials
U 2r

gcd(2r,r′)
. The second expression, reproduced from Eqs. (105) and (117), is a sum over Young

diagrams λ, Young tableaux T , and over orbit lengths ω for the action of the cyclic group
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Z2r on certain sets Ω(2r)
|λ| of perfect matchings. The first few examples are given explicitly in

Eqs. (40).
While both formulas are reasonably compact, each one has its advantages. The first for-

mula is more explicit, as it does not involve sums over combinatorial sets. However, it involves
not only direct sums of irreducible representations, but also formal combinations with nega-
tive and even complex coefficients. The second formula makes it manifest that the coefficient
of each irreducible representation λ is a positive integer.

Similarly, the action of the symmetric group SQ on the space of states of the Potts model
is described by a family of representations Ξ(r,s) with r ∈ N + 2 and s ∈ 1

rZ. The analog of
the first formula is Eq. (71), while the analog of the second formula is found in Eqs. (146)
and (153). The formulas for Ξ(r,s) and for Λ(r,s) are quite similar. In fact, their characters are

related (up to simple contributions of [], [1]) as χ
SQ
Ξ(r,s)
= PSpk→pk−2

�

χ
O(n)
Λ( r

2 ,2s)

�

, where PSpk→pk−2

is the plethystic substitution that subtracts 2 from any power sum polynomial pk.
Both formulas (1) and (2) for Λ(r,s) are derived as limits of L-dependent quantities when

the lattice size L ∈ N goes to infinity. At finite L, the formulas are not expected to agree,
because they arise from two different lattice realizations of the O(n) model. The formulas
for Λ(r,s) are conjectural because they involve simple but unproven assumptions: on the large
L limit of sums over lattice configurations with a fixed topology in one case, and on the L-
independence of branching coefficients in the other case. (The rest of the derivations may
be sketchy, but they amount to proofs.) The equality between the two formulas for Λ(r,s) is
therefore a conjecture, motivated physically by the fact that our two lattice realizations belong
to the same universality class.

The resulting spaces of states have already been used for interpreting conformal bootstrap
results on the O(n) model [5] and on the Q-state Potts model [6]. In both cases, the bootstrap
results are consistent with our spaces of states.

1.0.3 Conformal field theories and their symmetries

The O(n) and Potts CFTs are two-dimensional CFTs with local conformal symmetry. This sym-
metry is described by the conformal algebra Cc , i.e. the product of two copies of the Virasoro
algebra, called the left-moving and right-moving copies. The central charge c of the conformal
algebra is related to the parameters n,Q of the models via a variable β2 such that

c = 13− 6β2 −
6
β2

, (3)

together with

n= −2 cos(πβ2) , Q = 4cos2(πβ2) . (4)

In particular, the dilute O(n)model with n ∈ [−2, 2] leads to β2 ∈ [1,2], while the dense O(n)
model with n ∈ (−2,2) leads to β2 ∈ (0,1) [2]. Actually, the O(n) model (dense or dilute)
is expected to have a critical limit for any n in a fairly large region of the complex plane,
whose intersection with the real line is the interval n ∈ (−2,2) [5]. Recent numerical results
in a related model suggest that for the dense O(n) model, this region might be defined by the
condition that the energy operator is irrelevant [7],

ℜ∆(1,3) > 1 ⇐⇒ ℜβ−2 > 1 . (5)

Similarly, the critical Q-state Potts model is usually defined for Q ∈ (0,4), which leads to
β2 ∈ (0, 1) in the critical limit [1]. A dilute version can also be defined by adding vacancies,
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leading to β2 ∈ [1, 2] in the critical limit — this is called the Potts tri-critical universality
class [8]. We expect that the model and its critical limit still exist for complex values of Q.

Large as they may seem, the regions where the O(n) and Potts models have critical limits
are still smaller than the regions where the corresponding CFTs make sense, because a lattice
model may flow away from the CFT under renormalization due to the presence of relevant op-
erators. From the CFT point of view, the values of β2 are only constrained by the convergence
of the OPE, which requires [9]

ℜβ2 > 0 ⇐⇒ ℜc < 13 . (6)

Conformal bootstrap studies are consistent with idea that the O(n) and Potts CFTs can be
analytically continued to this large region of parameter space [5,6].

In addition to constraints from conformal symmetry, the spaces of states and correlation
functions of the O(n) and Potts CFTs are constrained by the existence of the degenerate fields
V〈1,3〉 and V〈1,2〉 respectively. These further constraints can be interpreted in terms of extensions
of the conformal algebra, called interchiral algebras [10]. Calling T, T̄ the left- and right-
moving energy-momentum tensors, we define the interchiral algebras eCβ2 and eeCβ2 by

Cc = Span
�

T, T̄
�

⊂ eCβ2 = Span
�

T, T̄ , V〈1,3〉
�

⊂ e

eCβ2 = Span
�

T, T̄ , V〈1,2〉
�

. (7)

The inclusion eCβ2 ⊂ eeCβ2 is because the degenerate field V〈1,3〉 can be obtained from V〈1,2〉 by
fusing it with itself. The interchiral algebras no longer depend on c but on β2, i.e. they are not
invariant under β → β−1 — just like the O(n) and Potts models themselves.

Due to interchiral symmetry, the conformal characters in the O(n) and Potts CFTs’ par-
tition functions come in infinite families, which can be summed into interchiral characters.
However, this is not crucial for the calculation of the partition functions, which we will write
in terms of conformal characters. Interchiral symmetry is more crucial in the algebraic ap-
proach, because interchiral representations have natural counterparts in the corresponding
lattice models, whereas conformal representations do not.

1.0.4 Partition functions and twisted partition functions

In two-dimensional CFT, the torus partition function can constrain or even determine the space
of states. A first approach to determining the torus partition function, which may be called the
modular bootstrap, is to solve the constraint of modular invariance. This approach has been
used for classifying minimal models, and determining their spaces of states. Another approach
is to compute the partition function using a dynamical definition of the theory. In this article,
we will compute the O(n) and Potts CFT’s partition functions using their definitions as lattice
models.

Once we know the partition function, it remains to decompose it into characters of the
conformal algebra, and deduce the structure of the space of states. In simple cases such as
minimal models, the space of states is completely determined by the partition function. This is
no longer true in the O(n) and Potts CFTs, because the partition function only encodes the con-
formal dimensions of states. These conformal dimensions are not enough for understanding
the action of the conformal algebra in logarithmic representations, where Virasoro operator L0
is not diagonalizable. Moreover, these conformal dimensions tell us nothing about the action
of the global symmetry group O(n) or SQ, which come with their own quantum numbers.

While the structure of logarithmic representations has been recently determined [11,12],
it remained to determine the action of the global symmetry groups. In the case of O(n), this
was recently conjectured [5]. We will prove the conjecture by computing the twisted partition
function, and perform the analogous calculation in the case of the Potts CFT.
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Our twisted partition functions take into account not only the action of the Virasoro al-
gebra, but also the action of the global symmetry group. Introducing such twists is indeed a
standard method for determining the action of symmetry groups or algebras beyond confor-
mal symmetry. Technically, the twist is a topological defect that depends on an element of the
global symmetry group. This allows the twisted partition function to be a combination not just
of conformal characters, but also of characters of the global symmetry group. The price to pay
is that the twist breaks modular invariance. However, modular invariance plays no role in our
approach.

1.0.5 Algebraic approach

We start with a lattice model whose space of states is of the type

SL = V⊗L , (8)

where L is the lattice size, and V is a representation of the global symmetry group
G ∈ {O(n), SQ}: the defining representation of O(n) in the case of the O(n) model, the natural
permutation representation of SQ in the case of the Potts model.

By construction, we know how the global symmetry acts on SL . A first challenge is to de-
fine the counterpart of conformal symmetry. By the Koo–Saleur construction, this is described
by a diagram algebra, which generalizes the symmetric group SL that acts by permuting the
L factors of SL = V⊗L [13]. This construction relies on the emergence of geometrical objects
(loops or clusters) in the high or low temperature expansions of the partition and other corre-
lation functions. Technically, it uses the local transfer matrices in the Euclidian version of the
model. The resulting algebra is generated by the local energy and momentum densities.

Our space of states describes a one-dimensional chain with L sites. Arbitrary permutations
of the sites would break the chain: only the cyclic subgroup ZL ⊂ SL is a symmetry of the
model. More generally, our diagram algebras have to be planar, i.e. lines cannot cross.

In the case of the O(n)model, the relevant diagram algebra is called the unoriented Jones–
Temperley–Lieb algebra uJTLL(n) [4]. Its structure is dictated by the rules that loops do not
intersect and have weight n. Let us momentarily write AL for this algebra or its Potts model
counterpart. One might expect that the critical limit of AL is the conformal algebra Cc . While
this is difficult to put on solid mathematical footing in general [14], there is also evidence that
the limit is in fact larger than Cc , and coincides with the interchiral algebra [15],

lim
critical

AL = eCβ2 . (9)

The algebraic problem is now to decompose the space of states SL into representations of
AL × G, before taking the critical limit and recovering the CFT results. To do this, let us
consider the algebra G∗L of linear maps on SL that commute with the action of G, i.e. the
commutant of G in the space SL . By Schur–Weyl duality, we know how to decompose SL into
irreducible representations of G∗L and G,

SL =
G∗L×G

⊕

|λ|≤L

V (L)
λ
⊗λ , (10)

where the sum is over partitions, which we identify with representations of G. Since AL ⊂ G∗L ,

our problem boils down to decomposing the representations V (L)
λ

of G∗L into representations
of AL , schematically

V (L)
λ
=
AL

⊕

q
cλq A

(L)
q =⇒ SL =

AL×G

⊕

q

⊕

|λ|≤L

cλq A
(L)
q ⊗λ , (11)
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where cλq ∈ N is called a branching coefficient from the branching rule G∗L ↓ AL , and turns out

to be L-independent for L large enough. In the critical limit, A(L)q becomes an indecomposable

representation of the interchiral algebra, and
⊕

λ cλq λ a representation of the global symmetry

group. In the case of the O(n) model,
⊕

λ cλq λ was displayed as Λ(r,s) in Eq. (2).

The representation
⊕

λ cλq λ of G may be viewed as an irreducible representation of the
larger algebra A∗L , the commutant of AL in the algebra of linear maps on SL . It would be
tempting to interpret A∗L as a larger global symmetry algebra of the model. However, we find
that the set {

⊕

λ cλq λ}q of representations of G does not close under tensor products, which
makes such an interpretation difficult if not impossible. The situation is more favourable if we
impose open (rather than periodic) boundary conditions on our chain of L sites. In this case,
which corresponds in the critical limit to a CFT with boundaries, we do find closure under
tensor products, and therefore the possibility of a larger global symmetry [4].

1.0.6 Related material: SageMath code and Wikipedia articles

SageMath 9.2+ code that computes the spaces of states of the O(n) and Potts models in terms
of irreducible representations of the global symmetry groups is available at GitLab [16]. The
code implements:

• Formula (39) for the space of states of the O(n) model.

• Formula (72) for the space of states of the Q-Potts model.

• Formula (117) for the branching rules that also lead to the space of states of the O(n)
model.

Formula (153) for the branching rules that lead to the space of states of the Q-Potts model is
not implemented because there is little doubt that it would agree with Formula (72).

In this article, we do not attempt to review the relevant mathematical background in detail.
For basic information on representation theory and diagram algebras, we refer the reader to
the following Wikipedia articles:

• For representations of O(n): Representations of classical Lie groups (recently updated).

• For representations of SQ: Representation theory of the symmetric group (recently up-
dated).

• For the partition algebra: Partition algebra (recently created).

• For the Brauer algebra: Brauer algebra (recently updated).

• For the Temperley–Lieb algebra: Temperley–Lieb algebra (recently updated).

In Appendix A, we further review diagram algebras and their representations, including some
not-so-basic results. See in particular Appendix A.3 for synthetic tables of algebras and repre-
sentations.

2 Space of states of the O(n) CFT

The torus partition function of the O(n) CFT [3] strongly constrains the space of states, but
does not determine it. Nevertheless, we have recently formulated a conjecture for the space
of states [5]. We will review the conjecture, before proving it by computing a twisted partition
function.
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2.1 Representations and characters of the orthogonal group

2.1.1 Representations and their tensor products

For generic complex values of the parameter n, the irreducible finite-dimensional representa-
tions λ of the orthogonal group O(n) are labelled by Young diagrams i.e. integer partitions. We
write a Young diagram in terms of its row lengths, λ = [λ1λ2λ3 · · · ], that is, a decreasing se-
quence λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ · · · of natural integers, with |λ|=

∑

i λi denoting the total number of
boxes in λ. We condense the notation for repeated integers, such as [53321111] = [532214].
In particular, [k] is a fully symmetric representation, [1k] is a fully antisymmetric represen-
tation, and [] is the identity representation. More generally, a partition of the type [k1ℓ] is
called a hook partition of size k + ℓ, and the corresponding representation may be called a
hook representation.

The tensor product of two representations can be written as

λ⊗µ=
∑

ν

Nλ,µ,νν , (12)

where the Newell–Littlewood numbers Nλ,µ,ν ∈ N are n-independent, and invariant under
permutations of the three indices λ,µ,ν. For example, the simplest non-trivial tensor product
is

[1]⊗ [1] = [2] + [12] + [] . (13)

For n ∈ N, the tensor products of O(n) representations involve n-dependent coefficients. These
coefficients tend toward Newell–Littlewood numbers as n becomes large. Therefore, the limit
n→∞ gives us access to generic values of n from integer values.

2.1.2 Characters of the general linear group

We will now define characters of O(n) for generic n ∈ C as n-independent objects. We start
with the case of the general linear group GL(n). The character of a representation is originally
defined as the trace of an element g ∈ GL(n) in that representation. This is a symmetric poly-
nomial of the eigenvalues x1, x2, . . . , xn of g. The character of the irreducible representation
of GL(n) associated to a Young diagram λ is the corresponding Schur polynomial sλ, which is
a homogeneous polynomial of degree |λ|:

χ
GL(n)
λ

(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = Trλ g = sλ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) . (14)

Schur polynomials provide a basis of the space of symmetric polynomials. In particular, the
power sum polynomial pr(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =

∑n
i=1 x r

i is a combination of Schur polynomials
indexed by hook partitions:

pr =
r−1
∑

k=0

(−1)ks[r−k,1k] . (15)

This well-known relation may be viewed as a special case of the Murnaghan–Nakayama rule,
see [17](Section 8) or [18](Theorem 21.4). This relation has integer coefficients that do not
depend on the rank n of the linear group. Actually, we may view Schur polynomials and other
symmetric polynomials as abstract, n-independent symmetric functions that may be evaluated
on arbitrary numbers of variables.

9
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2.1.3 Characters of the orthogonal group, and alternating hook representations

GL(n) representations can be decomposed into O(n) representations. For generic values of n,
the resulting branching rule is [19]

νGL(n) =
O(n)

∑

λ,µ

cνλ,2µλ
O(n) , (16)

where 2µ = [2µ1, 2µ2, . . . , 2µk] is an even integer partition, and cν
λ,µ ∈ N is a Littlewood–

Richardson coefficient, i.e. λGL(n) ⊗ µGL(n) =
∑

ν cν
λ,µν

GL(n). Writing the branching rule in
terms of characters, and inserting it in Eq. (15), we obtain a decomposition of the power sum
polynomial pr into characters of O(n),

pr =
∑

λ,µ

r−1
∑

k=0

(−1)kc[r−k,1k]
λ,2µ χ

O(n)
λ

. (17)

Now it turns out that
∑r−1

k=0(−1)kc[r−k,1k]
λ,µ ̸= 0 =⇒ |λ||µ|= 0. This is easily seen if µ= [ℓ], in

which case the Littlewood–Richardson coefficients are given by Pieri’s rule, and c[r−k,1k]
λ,[ℓ] can

be nonzero only if λ is a hook partition. Then this generalizes to arbitrary µ by associativity
of tensor products of GL(n) representations. As a result, the decomposition (17) simplifies,

pr = δr∈2Nχ
O(n)
[] +

r−1
∑

k=0

(−1)kχO(n)
[r−k,1k] , (18)

where the first term results from |λ| = 0 in Eq. (17), while the sum results from |µ| = 0. This
motivates us to introduce the alternating hook representations of O(n),

λr = δr∈2N[] +
r−1
∑

k=0

(−1)k[r − k, 1k] . (19)

This is a formal combination of irreducible representations, with integer coefficients that can
however be negative. For example,

λ4 = [] + [4]− [31] + [212]− [14] . (20)

The defining feature of λr is that its character is the power sum polynomial, χO(n)
λr

= pr . For
n ∈ N, this means

Trλr
(g) = Tr[1](g

r) . (21)

In particular, the dimension of an alternating hook representation is

dimO(n)(λr) = Trλr
(id) = n . (22)

2.2 Action of the orthogonal group on the space of states

The symmetries of the O(n) CFT include the orthogonal group O(n) itself, and the conformal
algebra Cc , which is a product of the left- and right-moving Virasoro algebras. The CFT’s
space of states is therefore a representation of O(n)× Cc , which we want to decompose into
indecomposable representations.
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2.2.1 General structure of the space of states

Together with the existence of degenerate fields, the torus partition function is enough for
determining the representations of the conformal algebra that appear in the space of states
[11]. The partition function determines the conformal dimensions of the primary states, which
are of the type

∆(r,s) = P2
(r,s) − P2

(1,1) , with P(r,s) =
1
2

�

β r − β−1s
�

, (23)

where r, s ∈ Q are called Kac table indices. We now introduce the relevant representations of
the conformal algebra, including some that are zero by convention:

Notation Indices Name Primary states

R〈1,s〉 s ∈ N∗ Degenerate (∆(1,s),∆(1,s))

W(r,s) r /∈ Z∗ or s /∈ Z∗ Verma module (∆(r,s),∆(r,−s))

W(r,s) r, s ∈ N∗ Logarithmic
(∆(r,s),∆(r,−s))
(∆(r,−s),∆(r,s))
(∆(r,−s),∆(r,−s))

W(r,s) r,−s ∈ N∗ 0

(24)

The logarithmic representation W(r,s) is generated by the field ∂P VP(r,−s)
− L(r,s)L̄(r,s)∂P VP(r,s) ,

where VP is a diagonal primary field of momentum P (i.e. its left and right conformal dimen-
sions are ∆ = ∆̄ = P2 − P2

(1,1)), and L(r,s) is the creation operator that appears when writing

the singular vector at level rs, i.e. VP(r,−s)
= L(r,s)L̄(r,s)VP(r,s) [11]. (Our conventions differ from

those of [11]: the degenerate representations of the O(n) CFT are of the type R〈1,s〉 here and
R〈r,1〉 there.)

The space of states of the O(n) CFT can be written in terms of these representations, to-
gether with representations of O(n):

SO(n) =
Cc×O(n)

⊕

s∈2N+1

R〈1,s〉 ⊗ []⊕
⊕

r∈ 1
2N∗

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

W(r,s) ⊗Λ(r,s) . (25)

Here the representations of O(n) are the trivial representation [], and a family of representa-
tionsΛ(r,s): linear combinations of irreducible finite-dimensional representations, with positive
integer coefficients that do not depend on n [20,21].

The symmetry of the model under exchanging the left- and right-moving Virasoro algebras
leads to the relation

Λ(r,s) = Λ(r,−s) . (26)

Further constraints come from the existence of a degenerate field V〈1,3〉 that transforms in the
degenerate representation R〈1,3〉 of the conformal algebra. The fusion of such a field with a
non-diagonal primary field V N

(r,s) ∈W(r,s) yields [22]

V〈1,3〉 × V N
(r,s) ≃ V N

(r,s−2) + V N
(r,s) + V N

(r,s+2) . (27)

In the O(n) CFT, V〈1,3〉 is an O(n) singlet. This implies that V N
(r,s±2) transform in the same way

as V N
(r,s) under O(n), therefore

Λ(r,s) = Λ(r,s+2) . (28)
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This suggests that we combine the representations of the conformal algebra into the larger
representations

eR〈1,1〉 =
⊕

s∈2N+1

R〈1,s〉 , fW(r,s) =
⊕

s′∈2Z+s

W(r,s) . (29)

These can be interpreted as indecomposable representations of the interchiral algebra eCβ2 ,
which is obtained from the conformal algebra by adding the degenerate field V〈1,3〉 [10]. The
space of states can then be rewritten as

SO(n) =
eCβ2×O(n)

eR〈1,1〉 ⊗ []⊕
⊕

r∈ 1
2N∗

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

−1<s≤1

fW(r,s) ⊗Λ(r,s) . (30)

2.2.2 Action of the orthogonal group

The action of the orthogonal group on the space of states is encoded in the family of repre-
sentations Λ(r,s). In order to write these representations, we need to introduce the Chebyshev
polynomials Ud such that

Ud(q+ q−1) = qd + q−d , (d ∈ N) . (31)

(To be precise, the polynomial 1
2 Ud(2z) is called a d-th order Chebyshev polynomial of the first

kind.) These polynomials can be characterized by the recurrence relation

U0(z) = 2 , U1(z) = z , zUd(z) = Ud−1(z) + Ud+1(z) , (32)

and they obey

U2d(z) = Ud(z
2 − 2) , Ud(0) = 2cos

�

π
2 d
�

. (33)

The conjectured form of Λ(r,s) is [5]

Λ(r,s) = δr,1δs∈2Z+1[] +
1
2r

2r−1
∑

r ′=0

eπir ′sUgcd(2r,r ′)

�

λ 2r
gcd(2r,r′)

�

,

(

r ∈ 1
2N
∗ ,

s ∈ 1
rZ ,

(34)

where the arguments of the Chebyshev polynomials are alternating hook represen-
tations λr (19). According to Eq. (21), the character of this representation is

χ
O(n)
Λ(r,s)
(g) = δr,1δs∈2Z+1 +

1
2r

2r−1
∑

r ′=0

eπir ′sUgcd(2r,r ′)

�

Tr[1] g
2r

gcd(2r,r′)

�

. (35)

From its definition, it is possible to write Λ(r,s) as a linear combination of finite-dimensional
irreducible representations, by replacing each monomial zk appearing in the polynomial Ud(z)
with the k-fold O(n) tensor product of the corresponding representation λr . It is however not
manifest that the resulting coefficients are positive integers. Let us at least show that they are
rational numbers. To do this, we notice that the combinations of roots of unity that appear in
our formula are Ramanujan’s sums, i.e. they are of the type

ϕk(r) =
r
∑

ℓ=1

δgcd(r,ℓ),1e2πi kℓ
r . (36)
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Ramanujan’s sums are always integer, although not necessarily positive, as follows from the
properties

gcd(r1, r2) = 1 =⇒ ϕk(r1r2) = ϕk(r1)ϕk(r2) , (37)

p prime =⇒ ϕk(p
r) = prδk≡0 mod pr − pr−1δk≡0 mod pr−1 . (38)

Moreover, ϕk(r) only depends on k through gcd(k, r). Special cases include Euler’s totient
function ϕ0(r). In terms of Ramanujan’s sums, our expression for Λ(r,s) becomes

Λ(r,s) = δr,1δs∈2Z+1[] +
1
2r

∑

g,g ′|2r
g g ′=2r

ϕrs(g)Ug ′(λg) , (39)

where the sum is now over the positive integer divisors of 2r, including 2r itself. This shows
that the coefficient of any irreducible representation in Λ(r,s) is a rational number whose de-
nominator divides 2r. For computer calculations, this is more convenient than dealing with
the complex numbers of the original formula (34).

2.2.3 Explicit examples

Given the relations (26) and (28), the cases 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 already sample all different represen-
tations Λ(r,s). The number of different cases is further restricted by the fact that Λ(r,s) only
depends on s through gcd(2r, rs). We now write these representations according to Eq. (34).
We check that the decompositions into irreducible representations always involve positive in-
teger coefficients. Here we display the results for r ≤ 7

2 . The computer code [16] can easily
reach at least r ≃ 10.

Λ( 1
2 ,0) = [1] , (40a)

Λ(1,0) = [2] , (40b)

Λ(1,1) = [1
2] , (40c)

Λ( 3
2 ,0) = [3] + [1

3] , (40d)

Λ( 3
2 , 2

3 )
= [21] , (40e)

Λ(2,0) = [4] + [2
2] + [212] + [2] + [] , (40f)

Λ(2, 1
2 )
= [31] + [212] + [12] , (40g)

Λ(2,1) = [31] + [22] + [14] + [2] , (40h)

Λ( 5
2 ,0) = [5] + [32] + 2[312] + [221] + [15] + [3] + 2[21] + [13] + [1] , (40i)

Λ( 5
2 , 2

5 )
= [41] + [32] + [312] + [221] + [213] + [3] + 2[21] + [13] + [1] , (40j)

Λ(3,0) = [6] + 2[42] + 2[412] + [32] + 2[321] + 2[313] + 2[23] + [2212] + [214]

+ 2[4] + 4[31] + 4[22] + 4[212] + 2[14] + 4[2] + 2[12] + 2[] , (40k)

Λ(3, 1
3 )
= [51] + [42] + 2[412] + [32] + 3[321] + [313] + 2[2212] + [214]

+ [4] + 5[31] + 2[22] + 5[212] + [14] + 2[2] + 4[12] , (40l)

Λ(3, 2
3 )
= [51] + 2[42] + [412] + 3[321] + 2[313] + [23] + [2212] + [214]

+ 2[4] + 4[31] + 4[22] + 4[212] + 2[14] + 4[2] + 2[12] + [] , (40m)

Λ(3,1) = [51] + [42] + 2[412] + 2[32] + 2[321] + 2[313] + [23] + 2[2212] + [16]

+ [4] + 5[31] + 2[22] + 5[212] + [14] + 2[2] + 4[12] , (40n)
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Λ( 7
2 ,0) = [7] + 2[52] + 3[512] + 2[43] + 5[421] + 2[413] + 3[321] + 3[322]

+ 5[3212] + 3[314] + 2[231] + 2[2213] + [17] + 2[5] + 8[41] + 10[32]

+ 12[312] + 10[221] + 8[213] + 2[15] + 7[3] + 14[21] + 7[13] + 5[1] , (40o)

Λ( 7
2 , 2

7 )
= [61] + 2[52] + 2[512] + 2[43] + 5[421] + 3[413] + 3[321] + 3[322] + 5[3212]

+ 2[314] + 2[231] + 2[2213] + [215] + 2[5] + 8[41] + 10[32]

+ 12[312] + 10[221] + 8[213] + 2[15] + 7[3] + 14[21] + 7[13] + 5[1] . (40p)

2.3 Twisted partition function of the O(n) CFT

2.3.1 Definition and character decomposition

Let us define the twisted partition function of the O(n) CFT on a torus of modulus τ as

ZO(n)(τ, g) = TrSO(n)

�

e2πiτ(L0−
c

24 )e2πiτ̄(L̄0−
c

24 ) · g
�

, (41)

where the twist factor is an element g ∈ O(n), the space of states SO(n) is given by (30), and
L0, L̄0 are elements of the conformal algebra Cc . The decomposition (25) of the space of states
SO(n) into representations of O(n) and Cc leads to a decomposition of the partition function
into characters,

ZO(n)(τ, g) =
∑

s∈2N+1

χ〈1,s〉(τ) +
∑

r∈ 1
2N∗

∑

s∈ 1
r Z

χN
(r,s)(τ)χ

O(n)
Λ(r,s)
(g) . (42)

Here we introduced the characters of representations of Cc ,

χ〈1,s〉(τ) =

�

�

�

�

�

e2πiτP2
(r,s) − e2πiτP2

(r,−s)

η(τ)

�

�

�

�

�

2

, χN
(r,s)(τ) =

e2πiτP2
(r,s)e−2πiτ̄P2

(r,−s)

|η(τ)|2
, (43)

where η(τ) is the Dedekind eta function. These are the characters of the representations that
appear in Table (24),

TrR〈1,s〉

�

e2πiτ(L0−
c

24 )e2πiτ̄(L̄0−
c

24 )
�

= χ〈1,s〉(τ) , (44)

TrW(r,s)

�

e2πiτ(L0−
c

24 )e2πiτ̄(L̄0−
c

24 )
�

=







χN
(r,s)(τ) , if r /∈ Z∗ or s /∈ Z∗ ,
χN
(r,s)(τ) +χ

N
(r,−s)(τ) , if r, s ∈ N∗ ,

0 , if r,−s ∈ N∗ .
(45)

(See [11] for the determination of the character of the logarithmic representation W(r,s) with
r, s ∈ N∗.)

The modular invariant partition function of [3] is the special case ZO(n)(τ, id). In its de-
composition into characters, the O(n) characters reduce to χO(n)

Λ(r,s)
(id) = dimO(n)Λ(r,s). These

dimensions are polynomial functions of n, for example dimO(n)Λ(1,0) =
1
2(n+2)(n−1). Know-

ing the dimensions helped us guess the conjecture (34) for Λ(r,s) in [5], although this is not
enough for proving the conjecture—a representation is not determined by its dimension.

On the other hand, the character χO(n)
Λ(r,s)
(g) fully determines the representation Λ(r,s). In

order to prove the conjecture, it is therefore enough to compute the twisted partition function
ZO(n)(τ, g) and check that it agrees with (42). Due to the inclusion of a group element g,
the proof will only be valid for n ∈ N. However, just like Newell–Littlewood numbers, the
structure of Λ(r,s) is n-independent for n generic, and can be accessed from integer values of n
by taking the limit n→∞.
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2.3.2 Loop representation of the O(n) model

For n in a rather large region of the complex plane, including for n ∈ (−2,2), the O(n) CFT is
the infinite-size limit of the O(n) lattice model at the critical coupling constant, K = Kc [5,7].
The simplest version of the lattice model is defined on a hexagonal lattice, in which case [2]

Kc =
1

p

2+
p

2− n
. (46)

In the loop representation, the O(n)model’s partition function can be written as a combination
of partition functions of free fields [3]. We will now perform a similar calculation in the case
of the twisted partition function ZO(n)(τ, g) (41).

In the torus T = C
Z+τZ , a loop is topologically characterized by a pair of integers

(m, m′) ∈ Z2 = π1(T), its winding numbers with respect to the two periods of T. A loop with
(m, m′) = (0,0) is called a topologically trivial, or contractible loop. The loops of the loop rep-
resentation are non-self-intersecting, which implies that for any topologically non-trivial loop
m and m′ are coprime, gcd(m, m′) = 1. As an example, let us draw the loop (m, m′) = (3,2),
together with the lattice Z+ τZ, in the complex plane C, where the torus may be identified
with one of the basic parallelograms:

0
m

m′ (47)

In the loop model, a configuration is a finite set of non-intersecting loops on a lattice. Forbid-
ding intersections implies that only one type of topologically non-trivial loops can exist in a
given configuration. For a configuration C, we write

• N0 the number of contractible loops,

• N the number of topologically non-trivial loops,

• (m, m′) the class of the topologically non-trivial loops in π1(T) if N ̸= 0,

• |A| the number of lattice edges that belong to the union of all loops in C.

The partition function of the lattice O(n) model is

ZO(n)
lattice(τ, g|K) =

∑

C
K |A|(C)nN0(C)

�

Tr[1] gm(C)�N(C)
, (48)

where K is the model’s coupling constant. The idea is that each contractible loop has weight n,
and each topologically non-trivial loop has weight Tr[1] gm. Twisting the partition function by
g indeed amounts to picking a factor g whenever a loop crosses the cycle (0,1) in one direction,
and a factor g−1 in the other direction. A topologically non-trivial loop therefore comes with
the weight Tr[1] gm = Tr[1] g−m. This weight reduces to the weight n of contractible loops in
the case g = id. Following [3], let us relate this partition function to sums over oriented loop
configurations. For an oriented loop configuration, we define
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• N+, N− the numbers of topologically non-trivial loops of each orientation, so that
N = N+ + N−,

• M = m(N+−N−) and M ′ = m′(N+−N−) the algebraic numbers of loops that cross each
one of the two basic cycles (0,1) and (1, 0).

As we will shortly review, it is easy to compute the following sums over oriented loop config-
urations with fixed numbers M , M ′:

Z M ,M ′

lattice(τ, n|K) =
∑

oriented C|(M(C),M ′(C))=(M ,M ′)

K |A|(C)nN0(C) . (49)

Let us therefore rewrite ZO(n)
lattice(τ, g|K) in terms of these sums. We want to interpret the weight

z = Tr[1] gm of an unoriented topologically non-trivial loop as a sum over the two possible ori-
entations. A priori, the two orientations can have arbitrary weights q+, q− such that q++q− = z.
However, we also impose q+q− = 1, so that the weight qN+

+ qN−
− of a configuration only de-

pends on the difference N+ − N−. Using the Chebyshev polynomials (31), and the property
U−d(z) = Ud(z) which follows from the definition, we have

2zN =
∑

N+,N−∈N
N++N−=N

�

N
N+

�

UN+−N−(z) =
N+≡N− mod 2

∑

N+,N−∈N
N++N−=N

�

N
N+

�

U 1
2 (N+−N−)

(z2 − 2) , (50)

where the second equality is written for later use, with the help of Eq. (33). Since the values of
M , M ′ determine the difference N+−N− = gcd(M , M ′) as well as m= M

gcd(M ,M ′) , this allows us

to express the O(n)model’s partition function in terms of the fixed M , M ′ sums Z M ,M ′

lattice(τ, n|K):

ZO(n)
lattice(τ, g|K) =

1
2

∑

M ,M ′∈Z
Z M ,M ′

lattice(τ, n|K)Ugcd(M ,M ′)

�

Tr[1] g
M

gcd(M ,M ′)

�

. (51)

2.3.3 Critical limit

In the critical limit, the sum Z M ,M ′

lattice(τ, n|K) tends to the partition function of a compactified
free boson, restricted to field configurations of a given topology. The compactification radius
of the boson is 1

4β
2, where β2 is defined as a function of n in Eq. (4). A field configuration is a

map from the torus T to the circle S1 of radius 1
4β

2, and its topology is specified by the images
of the basic cycles (1,0) and (0,1), which we denote as M , M ′ ∈ π1(S1) = Z. The Gaussian
functional integral over such field configurations yields [3]

Z M ,M ′(τ, n) = lim
critical

Z M ,M ′

lattice(τ, n|K) =
β

2
p
ℑτ|η(τ)|2

e−
πβ2

4ℑτ (M2|τ|2−2M M ′ℜτ+M ′2) . (52)

Let us insert this into Eq. (51) in order to compute ZO(n)(τ, g) = limcritical ZO(n)
lattice(τ, g|K).

We start with the term M = 0. In this case, using Eq. (4), we find

Ugcd(M ,M ′)

�

Tr[1] g
M

gcd(M ,M ′)

�

= UM ′(n) = (−1)M
′∑

± e±πiβ2M ′ . Performing a Poisson resumma-

tion of the sum over M ′, we obtain

ZO(n)(τ, g)
�

�

M=0 =
∑

s∈2Z+1

�

�

�

�

�

e2πiτP2
(1,s)

η(τ)

�

�

�

�

�

2

=
∑

s∈2N+1

χ〈1,s〉(τ) +
∑

s∈2Z+1

χN
(1,s)(τ) , (53)

where the characters of the conformal algebra were defined in Eq. (43). Next we focus on
the terms M ̸= 0. In this case we write M ′ = kM + r ′ with r ′ ∈ {0,1, . . . , M − 1}, so that
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Ugcd(M ,M ′)

�

Tr[1] g
M

gcd(M ,M ′)

�

does not depend on k. We perform a Poisson resummation of the

Gaussian sum over k, which yields

ZO(n)(τ, g)
�

�

M ̸=0 =
1

|η(τ)|2

∞
∑

M=1

M−1
∑

r ′=0

Ugcd(M ,r ′)

�

Tr[1] g
M

gcd(M ,r′)

�

×
1
M

∑

ℓ∈Z

e2πi ℓr
′

M e
−πℑτ

�

4
β2

ℓ2

M2 +
β2

4 M2
�

e2πiℓℜτ . (54)

Let us rewrite this in terms of non-diagonal characters of the conformal algebra, while replac-
ing the variables M ,ℓ with r = M

2 and s = 2ℓ
M . We obtain

ZO(n)(τ, g)
�

�

M ̸=0 =
∑

r∈ 1
2N∗

∑

s∈ 1
r Z

χN
(r,s)(τ)

1
2r

2r−1
∑

r ′=0

eπir ′sUgcd(2r,r ′)

�

Tr[1] g
2r

gcd(2r,r′)

�

. (55)

Therefore, we have proved that the expression for the twisted partition function
ZO(n)(τ, g) = ZO(n)(τ, g)

�

�

M=0 + ZO(n)(τ, g)
�

�

M ̸=0 that we derived from the loop representa-
tion of the O(n) model, is indeed of the form (42) predicted by the model’s symmetries, with
the O(n) characters (35).

3 Space of states of the Potts CFT

We will now determine the space of states of the Potts CFT, in the same way as we have done
for the O(n) CFT in Section 2. The comparison between the two models is often illuminating,
and we encourage the reader to keep the O(n) CFT in mind. However, it is also possible to
read this section independently, and only refer to Section 2 for a few definitions that we will
not repeat.

3.1 Representations and characters of the symmetric group

3.1.1 Representations and their tensor products

Irreducible, finite-dimensional representations of the symmetric group SQ are parametrized
by Young diagrams with Q boxes. To define the representation theory of SQ with generic
complex values of Q, we first have to parametrize these representations in a Q-independent
way. This is done by distinguishing the first row in the Young diagram from the remaining
rows. To λ= [λ1λ2λ3 · · · ] an integer partition, and for integer Q ≥ |λ|+λ1, we associate the
representation of SQ that is parametrized by the Young diagram [Q− |λ|,λ]:

Q− |λ|

(56)

With this notation, the trivial, one-dimensional representation is written λ = []. A
Q-dimensional vector whose components are permuted by SQ belongs to the representation
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[1] + []. More generally, a representation λ can be interpreted in terms of tensors with |λ|
indices, each of which takes Q values [23].

The tensor product of two representations of SQ for generic Q ∈ C can be written as

λ⊗µ=
∑

ν

Mλ,µ,νν , (57)

where the reduced Kronecker coefficients Mλ,µ,ν ∈ N are Q-independent, and invariant under
permutations of the three indices λ,µ,ν. For example, the simplest non-trivial tensor product
is

[1]⊗ [1] = [2] + [12] + [1] + [] . (58)

Reduced Kronecker coefficients can be computed by at least two (not very easy) methods
[24,25]. Fortunately, they are implemented in the computer algebra system SageMath [26].

For Q ∈ N, the tensor products of SQ representations involve Q-dependent coefficients
called Kronecker coefficients, which tend toward reduced Kronecker coefficients as Q becomes
large. Therefore, the limit Q→∞ gives us access to generic values of Q from integer values.

3.1.2 Characters as symmetric polynomials

By definition, characters of the symmetric group are functions of the finitely many elements
of that group. However, it is possible to define symmetric polynomials of arbitrarily many
variables, which encode the characters of SQ for large enough Q ∈ N [27]. Calling these

polynomials χ
SQ

λ
(rather than s̃λ in [27]), this means that for any Q ≥ |λ| + λ1 and for any

g ∈ SQ with eigenvalues x1, x2, . . . , xQ, we have

χ
SQ

λ
(x1, x2, . . . , xQ) = Trλ(g) . (59)

We view the symmetric polynomials χ
SQ

λ
as the characters of the symmetric group for generic

Q ∈ C. They are Q-independent, and they form a ring whose structure constants are the
reduced Kronecker coefficients (57), i.e. χ

SQ

λ
χ

SQ
µ =

∑

νMλ,µ,νχ
SQ
ν .

The characters χ
SQ

λ
are a basis of the space of symmetric polynomials, therefore they are

linearly related to the Schur polynomials. In this basis, the decomposition of a symmetric
polynomial pr(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =

∑n
i=1 x r

i is [27](Theorem 21)

pr =
∑

d|r

�

1+
d−1
∑

k=0

(−1)kχ
SQ

[d−k,1k]

�

, (60)

where the first sum is over the integer divisors of r, including d = 1 and d = r. This motivates
us to define the following formal representations of SQ,

ξd = [] +
d−1
∑

k=0

(−1)k[d − k, 1k] , (61)

such that
∑

d|r χ
SQ

ξd
= pr . (Conversely, it is possible to express χ

SQ

ξd
as a linear combination of

pr using the Möbius inversion formula.) For large enough values of Q ∈ N, this implies

∑

d|r

Trξd
(g) = Tr[1]+[](g

r) . (62)
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In the particular case g = id, this reduces to

dimSQ(ξd) =Qδd,1 . (63)

The first few examples of the representations ξd are

ξ1 = [] + [1] , ξ2 = [] + [2]− [12] , ξ3 = [] + [3]− [21] + [13] . (64)

These combinations of irreducible representations are formal, since the coefficients may be
negative, although they are integer.

3.2 Action of the symmetric group on the space of states

The symmetries of the Potts CFT include the symmetric group SQ, and the conformal algebra
Cc , which is a product of the left- and right-moving Virasoro algebras. The CFT’s space of states
is therefore a representation of SQ × Cc , which we want to decompose into indecomposable
representations.

3.2.1 General structure of the space of states

Together with the existence of degenerate fields, the torus partition function is enough for de-
termining the representations of the conformal algebra that appear in the space of states [11].
These representations belong to the same families R〈1,s〉,W(r,s) (24) that we introduced for the
O(n) CFT. The space of states of the Potts CFT can be written in terms of these representations,
together with representations of SQ:

SQ-Potts =
Cc×SQ

⊕

s∈N∗
R〈1,s〉 ⊗ []⊕

⊕

s∈N+ 1
2

W(0,s) ⊗ [1]⊕
⊕

r∈N+2

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

W(r,s) ⊗Ξ(r,s) . (65)

Here the representations of SQ are the trivial representation [], the standard representation
[1], and a family of representationsΞ(r,s): linear combinations of irreducible finite-dimensional
representations, with positive integer coefficients that do not depend on Q [20,21].

The symmetry of the model under exchanging the left- and right-moving Virasoro algebras
leads to the relation

Ξ(r,s) = Ξ(r,−s) . (66)

Further constraints come from the existence of a degenerate field V〈1,2〉 that transforms in the
degenerate representation R〈1,2〉 of the conformal algebra. The fusion of such a field with a
non-diagonal primary field V N

(r,s) ∈W(r,s) yields [22]

V〈1,2〉 × V N
(r,s) ≃ V N

(r,s−1) + V N
(r,s+1) . (67)

In the Potts CFT, V〈1,2〉 is an SQ singlet. This implies that V N
(r,s±1) transform in the same way as

V N
(r,s) under SQ, therefore

Ξ(r,s) = Ξ(r,s+1) . (68)

This suggests that we combine the representations of the conformal algebra into the larger
representations

e

eR〈1,1〉 =
⊕

s∈N∗
R〈1,s〉 ,

f

fW(0, 1
2 )
=
⊕

s∈N+ 1
2

W(0,s) ,
f

fW(r,s) =
r ̸=0

⊕

s′∈Z+s

W(r,s) . (69)
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These can be interpreted as indecomposable representations of the interchiral algebra eeCβ2 ,
which is obtained from the conformal algebra by adding the degenerate field V〈1,2〉 [10]. The
space of states can then be rewritten as

SO(n) =
e

eCβ2×SQ

e

eR〈1,1〉 ⊗ []⊕ffW(0, 1
2 )
⊗ [1]⊕

⊕

r∈N+2

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

− 1
2<s≤ 1

2

f

fW(r,s) ⊗Ξ(r,s) . (70)

3.2.2 Action of the symmetric group

The action of the orthogonal group on the space of states is encoded in the family of represen-
tations Ξ(r,s). Just as in the case of the O(n) CFT, it is possible to guess these representations
from the known torus partition function of [3]: the idea is to replace each occurrence of the
parameter Q with a well-chosen Q-dimensional representation of the form

∑

d|r ξd . We will not
do this in detail, because we are about to derive the result from the twisted partition function.
For the moment, we only display the result:

Ξ(r,s) = (−1)rδs∈Z+ r+1
2
[1] +

1
r

r−1
∑

r ′=0

e2πir ′sUgcd(r,r ′)

�

∑

d| r
gcd(r,r′)

ξd − 2
�

,

(

r ∈ N+ 2 ,

s ∈ 1
rZ ,

(71)

where ξd (61) is a formal representation of SQ, and Ud (31) is a Chebyshev polynomial. Al-
ternatively, using Ramanujan’s sums (36), this can be rewritten as

Ξ(r,s) = (−1)rδs∈Z+ r+1
2
[1] +

1
r

∑

g,g ′|r
g g ′=r

ϕrs(g)Ug ′
�

∑

d|gξd − 2
�

. (72)

Since ϕrs(g) ∈ Z, and the Chebyshev polynomials have integer coefficients, Ξ(r,s) is a combina-
tion of irreducible, finite-dimensional representations with coefficients in 1

rZ. The coefficients
should actually be positive integers: in examples, we can see that this is actually the case.

3.2.3 Explicit examples

Given the relations (66) and (68), the cases 0 ≤ s ≤ 1
2 already sample all different repre-

sentations Ξ(r,s). The number of different cases is further restricted by the fact that Ξ(r,s) only
depends on s through gcd(r, rs). We now write these reprentations according to Eq. (71). Here
we display the results for r ≤ 6. The computer code [16] can easily reach at least r ≃ 10.

Ξ(2,0) = [2] , (73a)

Ξ(2, 1
2 )
= [12] , (73b)

Ξ(3,0) = [3] + [1
3] , (73c)

Ξ(3, 1
3 )
= [21] , (73d)

Ξ(4,0) = [4] + [2
2] + [212] + [3] + [21] + 2[2] + [1] + [] , (73e)

Ξ(4, 1
4 )
= [31] + [212] + [21] + [13] + [12] , (73f)

Ξ(4, 1
2 )
= [31] + [22] + [14] + [3] + [21] + [2] + [12] + [1] , (73g)

Ξ(5,0) = [5] + [32] + 2[312] + [221] + [15] + [4] + 3[31] + 2[22] + 3[212] + [14]

+ 2[3] + 4[21] + 2[13] + 2[2] + 2[12] + [1] , (73h)

Ξ(5, 1
5 )
= [41] + [32] + [312] + [221] + [213] + [4] + 3[31] + 2[22] + 3[212] + [14]
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+ 2[3] + 4[21] + 2[13] + 2[2] + 2[12] + [1] , (73i)

Ξ(6,0) = [6] + 2[42] + 2[412] + [32] + 2[321] + 2[313] + 2[23] + [2212] + [214]

+ 2[5] + 6[41] + 8[32] + 8[312] + 8[221] + 6[213] + 2[15] + 7[4] + 14[31] + 11[22]

+ 13[212] + 6[14] + 11[3] + 15[21] + 8[13] + 10[2] + 6[12] + 5[1] + 3[] , (73j)

Ξ(6, 1
6 )
= [51] + [42] + 2[412] + [32] + 3[321] + [313] + 2[2212] + [214]

+ [5] + 6[41] + 7[32] + 10[312] + 7[221] + 6[213] + [15] + 3[4] + 15[31] + 8[22]

+ 16[212] + 4[14] + 6[3] + 16[21] + 9[13] + 5[2] + 8[12] + 2[1] , (73k)

Ξ(6, 1
3 )
= [51] + 2[42] + [412] + 3[321] + 2[313] + [23] + [2212] + [214]

+ 2[5] + 6[41] + 8[32] + 8[312] + 8[221] + 6[213] + 2[15] + 6[4] + 14[31] + 12[22]

+ 13[212] + 5[14] + 9[3] + 17[21] + 6[13] + 9[2] + 6[12] + 4[1] + [] , (73l)

Ξ(6, 1
2 )
= [51] + [42] + 2[412] + 2[32] + 2[321] + 2[313] + [23] + 2[2212] + [16]

+ [5] + 6[41] + 7[32] + 10[312] + 7[221] + 6[213] + [15] + 4[4] + 15[31] + 7[22]

+ 16[212] + 5[14] + 7[3] + 15[21] + 10[13] + 5[2] + 9[12] + 3[1] . (73m)

3.3 Twisted partition function of the Potts CFT

3.3.1 Definition and character decomposition

Let us define the twisted partition function of the Potts CFT on a torus of modulus τ as

ZQ-Potts(τ, g) = TrSQ-Potts

�

e2πiτ(L0−
c

24 )e2πiτ̄(L̄0−
c

24 ) · g
�

, (74)

where g ∈ SQ, and L0, L̄0 are elements of the conformal algebra Cc . The decomposition (65)
of the space of states SQ-Potts into representations of SQ and Cc leads to a decomposition of the
partition function into characters,

ZQ-Potts(τ, g) =
∑

s∈N∗
χ〈1,s〉(τ) +

∑

s∈N+ 1
2

χN
(0,s)(τ)χ

SQ

[1](g) +
∑

r∈N+2

∑

s∈ 1
r Z

χN
(r,s)(τ)χ

SQ
Ξ(r,s)
(g) , (75)

where the characters χ〈1,s〉(τ),χN
(r,s)(τ) of the conformal algebra were defined in Eq. (43).

The modular invariant partition function in [3] is the special case ZQ-Potts(τ, id). In its
decomposition into characters, the SQ characters reduce to

χ
SQ
Ξ(r,s)
(id) = dimSQ Ξ(r,s) = (−1)rδs∈Z+ r+1

2
(Q− 1) +

1
r

r−1
∑

r ′=0

e2πir ′sUgcd(r,r ′) (Q− 2) . (76)

These dimensions are polynomial functions of Q. For example

dimSQ Ξ(2,0) =
1
2Q(Q− 3) , (77a)

dimSQ Ξ(2, 1
2 )
= 1

2(Q− 1)(Q− 4) , (77b)

dimSQ Ξ(3,0) =
1
3(Q− 1)(Q− 2)(Q− 3) , (77c)

dimSQ Ξ(3, 1
3 )
= 1

3Q(Q− 2)(Q− 4) , (77d)

dimSQ Ξ(4,0) =
1
4Q(Q− 2)(Q− 3)2 , (77e)

dimSQ Ξ(4, 1
4 )
= 1

4Q(Q− 1)(Q− 3)(Q− 4) , (77f)

dimSQ Ξ(4, 1
2 )
= 1

4(Q− 1)2(Q− 2)(Q− 4) , (77g)
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in agreement with (73). However, knowing these dimensions is not enough for determining
the corresponding representations.

On the other hand, the character χ
SQ
Ξ(r,s)
(g) fully determines the representation Ξ(r,s). In

order to prove the conjecture, it is therefore sufficient to compute the twisted partition function
ZQ-Potts(τ, g) and check that it agrees with (75). Due to the inclusion of a group element g,
the proof will only be valid for Q ∈ N. However, just like reduced Kronecker coefficients, the
structure of Ξ(r,s) is Q-independent for Q generic, and can be accessed from integer values of
Q by taking the limit Q→∞.

3.3.2 Loop representation of the Potts model

For Q in a rather large region of the complex plane, including for Q ∈ (0,4), the Potts CFT is
the infinite-size limit of the Q-state Potts model at the critical coupling constant, J = Jc [7].
The simplest version of the lattice model is defined on the square lattice, in which case [1]

eJc = 1±
p

Q . (78)

The Potts model’s loop representation is very similar to that of the O(n) model. This allows
us to compute the Potts CFT’s partition function as a modification of the O(n) CFT’s parti-
tion function [3]. We will now review this computation, while generalizing it to the twisted
partition function.

In its original formulation, the Potts model describes variables si ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Q} (called
spins) on a square lattice, with an interaction energy −Jδsi ,s j

between neighbouring sites. In

order to compute the twisted partition function on the torus T = C
Z+τZ , we single out a topo-

logically non-trivial oriented cycle on the torus, for example a cycle whose class in π1(T) = Z2

is (0,1). For a given g ∈ SQ, we then modify the interaction energy to −Jδsi ,g(s j) whenever the
edge (i j) crosses the chosen cycle. We will now follow this modification when reformulating
the Potts model as a random cluster model, and then as a loop model.

The random cluster formulation of the Potts model is obtained by writing the edge Boltz-
mann weight as

eJδsi ,s j = 1+ (eJ − 1)δsi ,s j
, (79)

and replacing the sum over spins {si} with a sum over A, where A ⊆ E denotes the subset of
edges for which the term (eJ − 1)δsi ,s j

is taken in the expansion of
∏

(i j)∈E eJδsi ,s j . For any
lattice, this leads to [28]

ZQ-Potts =
∑

A⊆E

(eJ − 1)|A|Qk(A) , (80)

where k(A) denotes the total number of clusters in A.
Now on the torus, let us consider a topologically non-trivial cluster whose class in π1(T)

is (m, m′). (See Figure (47).) Let us start at a site i0 of spin si0 , and go once around the
cluster. Along the way, the cycle where spins jump by the permutation g is crossed m times,
and we come back to our starting point with the spin gm(si0) = si0 . The number of possible
configurations for this cluster is therefore

Q
∑

s=1

δs,gm(s) = Tr[1]+[] gm , (81)

and this is the cluster weight in the twisted partition function.
The loop formulation of the Potts model is obtained by drawing the non-intersecting loops

that separate clusters from dual clusters. In the following example the original square lattice
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is in black, the edge subset A ⊆ E is in red, and the dual clusters in green live on the dual
lattice. The loops in blue live on the corresponding medial graph, with each loop separating a
cluster from a dual cluster:

(82)

On the torus, let us assume that there exists a cluster that includes a cycle of class
(m, m′) ∈ π1(T), and no other non-trivial cycle. Then all topologically non-trivial loops and
clusters are of that class, with twice as many such loops as clusters. This is no longer the case
for a configuration where a cluster contains at least two topologically independent cycles: this
is called a cluster with cross topology. It is not hard to show that the first fundamental group
of such a cluster includes the full π1(T) = Z2, and that the weight of the cluster is Tr[1]+[] g.
All loops are topologically trivial if and only if there exists a cluster or a dual cluster with cross
topology. Representing the torus as a parallelogram, let us draw a cluster with cross topology:

(83)

3.3.3 Twisted partition function

For a configuration C, we write

• S0 the number of clusters whose images in π1(T) are trivial,

• S the number of clusters whose images are non-trivial, excluding clusters with cross
topology,

• (m, m′) the corresponding element of π1(T),

• |A| the number of edges in the subset A⊆ E.

Taking the critical value for the coupling, the twisted partition function of the Q-state Potts
model on the torus T= C

Z+τZ with Σ lattice sites is

ZQ-Potts
lattice (τ, g) =Q−

1
2Σ
∑

C
Q

1
2 |A|(C)QS0(C)

�

Tr[1]+[] gm(C)�S(C)
§

1+
1
2
δS(C),0 Tr[1] g

ª

. (84)
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In the last factor, the term 1
2δS(C),0 Tr[1] g accounts for the cluster with cross topology. If such

a cluster exists, then no other topologically non-trivial cluster can exist, therefore S = 0. Con-
versely, if S = 0, we have two mutually exclusive cases: there exists either a dual cluster with
cross topology, or a cluster with cross topology. If S = 0, the last factor can be rewritten as
1
2

�

1+ Tr[1]+[] g
�

, with each term corresponding to one of the two cases.
Let us rewrite the twisted partition function in terms of the numbers N0, N of loops, topo-

logically trivial and non-trivial respectively. We obviously have N = 2S, and using the Euler
characteristic we can show N0 = 2S0 + |A| −Σ, which leads to

ZQ-Potts
lattice (τ, g) =

∑

C|N(C)∈2N

p

Q
N0(C)

§

q

Tr[1]+[] gm(C)
N(C)
+

1
2
δN(C),0 Tr[1] g

ª

. (85)

Compared to the twisted partition function of the O(n) model (48), the main differences are
the restriction to even numbers of topologically non-trivial loops, and the term with δN(C),0.

Let us relate this lattice partition function to the loop sums Z M ,M ′

lattice(τ, n) (49), where we
assume that the coupling K takes its critical value. We split our loops into two possible orien-
tations N = N++N− with N+ ≡ N− mod 2, and use Eq. (50) for the two weights that appear in
the form (85) of the partition function: z =

q

Tr[1]+[] gm(C) in the first term, and z = 0 in the

second term, which is proportional to δN(C),0 = 0N(C). Using Eq. (33) for Ud(0) and writing
(M , M ′) = (m(N+ − N−), m′(N+ − N−)), we obtain

ZQ-Potts
lattice (τ, g) =

1
2

∑

M ,M ′∈2Z

Z M ,M ′

lattice

�

τ,
p

Q
�

�

U 1
2 gcd(M ,M ′)

�

Tr[1]+[] g
M

gcd(M ,M ′) − 2
�

+ cos π2 (gcd(M , M ′))Tr[1] g

�

. (86)

3.3.4 Critical limit

For the sake of simplicity, we have already taken the coupling to be critical, and we further
send the lattice size to infinity. This allows us to use the expression (52) for the critical limit
of Z M ,M ′

lattice

�

τ,
p

Q
�

. We then perform a Poisson resummation over M ′ if M = 0, or over k such
that M ′ = kM + 2r ′ with r ′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M

2 − 1} if M ̸= 0. Introducing the integer r such that
M = 2r, and separately considering the two terms in Eq. (86), we obtain four terms:

ZQ-Potts(τ, g)
�

�

Term 1
M=0 =

∑

s∈Z

�

�

�

�

�

e2πiτP2
(1,s)

η(τ)

�

�

�

�

�

2

=
∑

s∈N∗
χ〈1,s〉(τ) +

∑

s∈Z
χN
(1,s)(τ) , (87)

ZQ-Potts(τ, g)
�

�

Term 1
M ̸=0 =

∑

r∈N∗

∑

s∈ 1
r Z

χN
(r,s)(τ)

r−1
∑

r ′=0

e2πir ′sUgcd(r,r ′)

�

Tr[1]+[] g
r

gcd(r,r′) − 2
�

, (88)

ZQ-Potts(τ, g)
�

�

Term 2
M=0 =

∑

s∈Z+ 1
2

χN
(0,s)(τ)Tr[1] g , (89)

ZQ-Potts(τ, g)
�

�

Term 2
M ̸=0 =





∑

r∈2N∗

∑

s∈Z+ 1
2

χN
(r,s)(τ)−

∑

r∈2N+1

∑

s∈Z
χN
(r,s)(τ)



Tr[1] g . (90)

Summing the four terms, we recover the twisted partition function (75). In particular, the
terms that involve χN

(1,s)(τ) all cancel.
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4 Algebraic approach to the O(n) model

There are a number of different constructions of the O(n) model on the lattice, which lead to
the same critical limit [2,4,29]. For simplicity, we consider the dense O(n) universality class,
which is contained in all these lattice models. The space of states is

SO(n)
L = [1]⊗L . (91)

This space describes the states of a chain of L spins, where each spin lives in the vector rep-
resentation [1]. (For the dilute model with spins in [1]⊕ [], see the conclusion.) The corre-
sponding model may be called the dense unoriented loop model [4]. This model admits either
periodic or non-periodic boundary conditions, and we refer to these cases as the closed and
open spin chain, respectively. While our main interest is in the closed chain, we will also deal
with the open chain, which has simpler algebraic properties.

4.1 Action of diagram algebras on the space of states

We now introduce the diagram algebras that act on the space of states of the O(n) model. We
will focus on the algebraic properties of these algebras and their representations. For readers
not already familiar with diagram algebras, we now recommend reading Appendix A, which
reviews diagram algebras and the eponymous diagrams.

4.1.1 The relevant diagram algebras

The algebra of linear maps on SO(n)
L that commute with O(n) is the Brauer algebra

O(n)∗ = BL(n) . (92)

The Brauer algebra is generated by 2L − 2 elements pi , ei with i = 1, . . . , L − 1. The generator
pi permutes the factors i and i + 1 in [1]⊗L . For n integer, the generator ei acts as follows on
the factors i and i + 1 of [1]⊗L , while leaving the other factors invariant:

ei :
[1]i ⊗ [1]i+1 → [1]i ⊗ [1]i+1
wk ⊗wℓ 7→ δkℓ

∑n
m=1 wm ⊗wm

, (93)

where (wk)k is an orthonormal basis of [1]. As a diagram algebra, the Brauer algebra exists
for any n ∈ C, and the generators pi , ei are described by the diagrams (A.3), (A.4).

The Brauer algebra includes the permutation group SL , and ignores the geometry of the
problem. If we assume that the L spins are arrayed in a chain, we can no longer permute them.
The symmetries of the system must then be described by a smaller algebra, which also takes
into account the boundary conditions. If we have an open chain with free boundary conditions,
the relevant algebra is the Temperley–Lieb algebra TLL(n), which has L−1 generators ei . For a
closed chain with periodic boundary conditions, the relevant algebra is the unoriented Jones–
Temperley–Lieb algebra uJTLL(n), which is obtained from TLL(n) by adding two generators:
a generator eL (A.15) which contracts the sites L, 1 in the same manner that ei contracts i, i+1,
and a generator u (A.16) which cyclically translates all the sites by one unit, and obeys uL = 1.

The diagrammatic representations of the algebras TLL(n) and uJTLL(n) directly corre-
spond to the representation of the O(n)model as a loop model in the transfer matrix approach:
the absence of the permutation generators means that loops do not cross, and the relations
e2

i = nei means that loops have weight n. However, in contrast to our construction of loops
in Figure (82), the representation [1] now lives on the loops themselves, rather than on sites
between the loops. This difference does not affect the critical limit.
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Therefore, we expect that the algebras TLL(n) and uJTLL(n) describe symmetries of the
O(n) model. In particular, in the critical limit, we expect

lim
critical

uJTLL(n) = eCβ2 , (94)

where the parameter β2 of the interchiral algebra is related to n by Eq. (4).

4.1.2 Representations of the Brauer algebra

By Schur–Weyl duality, the space of states (91) decomposes into irreducible representations
of BL(n)×O(n) as [30]

SO(n)
L =

BL(n)×O(n)

⊕

|λ|≤L
|λ|≡L mod 2

B(L)
λ
⊗λ , (95)

where the sum is over partitions λ, which we identify with irreducible representations of O(n)
with generic n ∈ C. The irreducible finite-dimensional representations B(L)

λ
of the Brauer alge-

bra are also labelled by partitions: we will say more on their structure when it comes to com-
puting branching rules in Section 4.2. For the moment, let us point out that their dimensions
appear as coefficients in the decomposition of SO(n)

L = [1]⊗L into irreducible representations
of O(n),

[1]⊗L =
O(n)

⊕

|λ|≤L
|λ|≡L mod 2

�

dim B(L)
λ

�

λ . (96)

For example, [1]⊗3 = [3] + 2[21] + [111] + 3[1] tells us that dim B(3)[21] = 2.

4.1.3 Representations of the Temperley–Lieb algebra

We now want to decompose the representations of the Brauer algebra into irreducible repre-
sentations of the smaller TLL(n) and uJTLL(n) algebras. In the case of the Temperley–Lieb
algebra TLL(n), the branching rules are explicitly known [31]. The irreducible representations
of TLL(n) are called standard modules, and parametrized by positive integers in L − 2N: for
ease of comparison with the CFT, we will use half-integers r ∈ L

2 −N instead, and write W (L)
r

for the standard module of dimension (A.10). The decomposition takes the form

B(L)
λ

=
TLL(n)

fλ

L
2
⊕

r= |λ|2

c|λ|r W (L)
r , (97)

where the sum runs by increments of 1. Here, fλ is the number of standard Young tableaux of
shape λ, given by the hook length formula

fλ =
|λ|!

∏

b∈λ hook length(b)
, (98)

where the product is over the boxes in the Young diagram. Moreover, the coefficents cℓr ∈ N
are

cℓr =
r− ℓ2
∑

r ′=0

(−1)r
′
�

2r − r ′

r ′

��

2r − 2r ′

ℓ

�

(2r − 2r ′ − ℓ− 1)!! . (99)
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It goes without saying that these integer coefficients do not depend on the complex number
n. More remarkably, they also do not depend on the lattice size L: this makes it particularly
easy to take the critical limit.

Inserting our decomposition of B(L)
λ

into the decomposition (95) of the space of states, we
obtain

SO(n)
L =

TLL(n)×O(n)

L
2
⊕

r={ L
2}

W (L)
r ⊗Λr , with Λr =

⊕

|λ|≤2r
|λ|≡2r mod 2

fλc|λ|r λ , (100)

where the sum over r runs by increments of 1, starting from the fractional part of L
2 . This im-

plies SO(n)
L =

O(n)

⊕

L
2

r={ L
2}
�

dim W (L)
r

�

Λr , from which Λr may be recursively deduced, assuming

we know the dimensions (A.10) of the Temperley–Lieb representations. The first few repre-
sentations Λr are

Λ0 = [] , (101a)

Λ 1
2
= [1] , (101b)

Λ1 = [2] + [1
2] , (101c)

Λ 3
2
= [3] + 2[21] + [13] + [1] , (101d)

Λ2 = [4] + 3[31] + 2[22] + 3[212] + [14] + 3[2] + 3[12] + [] . (101e)

They obey the simple property [31](Proposition 3.2)

[1]⊗Λr = Λr− 1
2
⊕Λr+ 1

2
. (102)

Using the associativity of the tensor product, this implies

Λr1
⊗Λr2

=
r1+r2
⊕

r=|r1−r2|
Λr . (103)

As the decomposition (100) of the space of states suggests, Λr can be interpreted as an ir-
reducible representation of the commutant TL∗L(n) of the Temperley–Lieb algebra [4]. The
closure of the representations Λr under tensor products is a consequence of the existence of
a Hopf algebra structure on TL∗L(n), i.e. of a coassociative comultiplication. The comultipli-
cation is constructed by joining two open chains by their end points: this will no longer be
possible with closed chains [32].

4.1.4 Representations of the unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra

The irreducible representations W (L)
(r,s) of uJTLL(n) are parametrized by positive half-integers

r ∈ L
2 −N, and by a rational number s called the pseudo-momentum. The possible values of

the pseudo-momentum depends on r: we have s ∈ 1
rZ∩(−1, 1] if r ̸= 0, and by convention we

set s = 0 if r = 0. The decomposition of an irreducible representation of the Brauer algebra
reads

B(L)
λ

=
uJTLL(n)

L
2
⊕

r= |λ|2

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

−1<s≤1

cλ(r,s)W
(L)
(r,s) . (104)
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The coefficients cλ(r,s) are positive integer numbers, which do not depend on n. We moreover

expect that they do not depend on L, as was the case in the decomposition of B(L)
λ

into rep-
resentations of the Temperley–Lieb algebra. We will give two methods for computing these
coefficients: via a closed combinatorial formula in Section 4.2, and via transfer matrix tech-
niques in Appendix B.1. For the moment, let us proceed with decomposing the space of states,
assuming cλ(r,s) to be given. Inserting the decomposition of Brauer representations into Eq. (95),
we obtain

SO(n)
L =

uJTLL(n)×O(n)

L
2
⊕

r={ L
2}

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

−1<s≤1

W (L)
(r,s) ⊗Λ(r,s) , with Λ(r,s) =

⊕

|λ|≤2r
|λ|≡2r mod 2

cλ(r,s)λ . (105)

The representations Λ(r,s) of O(n) that we just defined should coincide with the representations
Λ(r,s) (34) that appeared in the spectrum (25) of the O(n) CFT. Moreover, the large L limit of

the representation W (L)
(r,s) should coincide with a representation of the interchiral algebra,

lim
critical

W (L)
(r,s) =

fW(r,s) . (106)

One may doubt the plausibility of this relation, on the grounds that W (L)
(r,s) is always irreducible,

while fW(r,s) is logarithmic and therefore reducible for (r, s) ∈ N∗. However, logarithmic fea-
tures can emerge at L =∞ while being absent for any finite L. A necessary requirement
for this is that two eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian differ for finite L, while having the same
limit [12].

We can obtain some nontrivial information onΛ(r,s) by comparing our decomposition (105)
of the space of states with the decomposition (100) into representations of the Temperley–Lieb
algebra. As reviewed in Eq. (A.28), the representation W (L)

(r,s) of uJTLL(n) is constructed by

gluing the representations W (L)
r , W (L)

r+1, . . . , W (L)
L
2

of TLL(n). The pseudo-momentum s labels

different ways of gluing these representations. (For the special case of W L
(0,0), see Eq. (A.29).)

We will review the general definition of the pseudo-momentum in Appendix A. Here we only
need to know that in the case r = L

2 , the pseudo-momentum corresponds to an eigenvalue of
the translation generator u (A.16) of uJTLL(n),

�

u− eπis
�

W (L)
( L

2 ,s)
= 0 . (107)

Inserting Eq. A.28 into the decomposition (105), and comparing with the decomposition (100),
we obtain

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

−1<s≤1

Λ(r,s) = Λr −δr≥ 3
2
Λr−1 . (108)

Using the recursion relation (102) for Λr , we deduce the identity
⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

−1<s≤1

Λ(r,s) =
�

δr,1 −δr,0

�

[]⊕ U2r([1]) , (109)

where the Chebyshev polynomial Ud was defined in Eq. (31). This identity is statisfied by our
expression (34) for Λ(r,s): in fact, this was an important hint for guessing that expression in
the first place.
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The algebraic definition of the representations Λ(r,s) of the group O(n) that appear in the
space of states also allows us to rederive their invariances under shifts (28) and reflection (26)
of the second index. The invariance under shifts is now due to the fact that the representation
W (L)
(r,s) of the algebra uJTLL(n) only depends on s via eπis. The invariance under reflection

is due to the automorphism of the diagram algebras that acts on the Brauer generators as
ei , pi → eL−i , pL−i . Under this automorphism, the representation B(L)

λ
of the Brauer algebra

is invariant, but representations of the unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra change as
W (L)
(r,s)→W (L)

(r,−s). It follows that the coefficients of the decomposition (104) obey

cλ(r,s) = cλ(r,−s) . (110)

Finally, let us discuss the tensor products of the representations Λ(r,s) (40). Already in the
case Λ( 1

2 ,0) ⊗ Λ(1,0) = [1] ⊗ [2] = [3] + [21] + [1], we see that this set of representations is
not closed under tensor products. While we may interpret Λ(r,s) as irreducible representations
of the commutant uJTL∗L(n), we can therefore not directly interpret this commutant as a
symmetry algebra of the O(n) model.

4.2 Branching rules BL(n) ↓ uJTLL(n)

We have reduced the determination of the O(n) representations Λ(r,s) to the algebraic problem
of decomposing representations of the Brauer algebra into representations of the unoriented
Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra. Let us now solve this problem.

4.2.1 Brauer–Specht modules of BL(n)

The irreducible representation B(L)
λ

of the Brauer algebra is called a Brauer–Specht module. To
build a basis, we start with all perfect matchings bi from L lower sites to |λ| upper sites, such
that each upper site is matched with a lower site, modulo permutations of the upper sites. In
the case L = 4, |λ|= 2, the corresponding diagrams are

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6

(111)

The vector space C{bi} is a representation of the Brauer algebra BL(n) acting from below, and
of the symmetric group S|λ| acting from above, and we have

B(L)
λ
= C{bi} ⊗S|λ| λ , (112)

where the partition λ now stands for a Specht module of S|λ|. In our example, that Specht

module is one-dimensional since λ ∈ {[2], [11]}, and {bi}may be considered as a basis of B(4)
λ

itself.
As a warm-up, let us decompose B(4)[2] and B(4)[11] into irreducible representations of the

Temperley–Lieb algebra, which are described before Eq. (A.10). The diagrams b1, b2, b3 do not
involve any crossings, so they can be straightforwardly identified with elements of a represen-
tation of TL4(n). The irreducible representation that is generated by diagrams with 2r upper
sites is called W (4)

r , so in our case the relevant representation is W (4)
1 . Since our three diagrams

are permuted by the action of TLL(n), they all belong to one copy of W (4)
1 , which is indeed

three-dimensional according to Eq. (A.10). Then, notice that the action of all three Temperley–
Lieb generators on b4, b5, b6 only give b1, b2, b3: this implies that there is a three-dimensional
subspace of C{bi} that is annihilated by TL4(n). The one-dimensional representation W (L)

L
2

is
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generated by the trivial diagram with L lower and L upper site; the action of any Temperley–
Lieb generator yields a diagram where two upper sites are matched, which is identified with
zero. Being annihilated by TLL(n) is therefore the defining feature of W (L)

L
2

, and we deduce

B(4)[2] =
TL4(n)

B(4)[11] =TL4(n)
W (4)

1 ⊕ 3W (4)
2 ⇐⇒ c[2]1 = c[11]

1 = 1 , c[2]2 = c[11]
2 = 3 , (113)

which agrees with the general formula (99).

4.2.2 Diagrammatic and combinatorial subproblems

Let us reduce our problem to a subproblem of enumerating certain diagrams, and a combina-
torial subproblem of enumerating Young tableaux.

To begin with, since the coefficient cλ(r,s) in the branching rule (104) is L-independent,
we may choose the lowest value L = 2r such that this coefficient appears. This reduces the
problem to determining the contributions of representations of the type W (L)

( L
2 ,s)

in B(L)
λ

. From

their diagrammatic construction, these representations are annihilated by the L generators
e1, e2, . . . , eL of uJTLL(n). Since the image of the action of these generators is made of dia-
grams where at least two neighbouring bottom sites are connected, our representations may
be built from diagrams where no two neighbouring bottom sites are connected. Let {bi} be
the set of perfect matchings from L bottom sites to |λ| top sites such that no two neighbouring
bottom sites are connected, and no two top sites are connected, modulo permutations of the
top sites: in the case L = 6, |λ|= 4 we have 9 such diagrams:

(114a)

(114b)

These diagrams are split into two orbits of lengths 6, 3 of the action of the generator u of
uJTL6(n), which cyclically permutes the bottom sites. In general, let us call Ω(L)|λ| the tuple of

these orbit lengths, in our example Ω(6)4 = (6, 3). Using Eq. (108), we may write the number
of diagrams as

∑

ω∈Ω(L)
ℓ

ω =
|λ|=ℓ

1
fλ

∑

s∈ 2
LZ

−1<s≤1

cλ
( L

2 ,s)
= cℓL

2
−δL≥3cℓL

2−1
, (115)

where the coefficients cℓr are explicitly given in Eq. (99). Our diagrammatic subproblem con-

sists in determining Ω(L)
ℓ

.
Let us focus on one orbit of length ω: then uω induces a cyclic permutation µ of the |λ|

upper sites, such that µ
L
ω = 1. This implies ω|λ| ∈ LN. Our combinatorial subproblem is

to find the eigenvalues of µ in the Specht module λ of the permutation group S|λ|. Strictly
speaking, this is an algebraic problem, which amounts to decomposing λ into representations
of a cyclic subgroup of S|λ|. However, this problem has a known combinatorial solution [33]:

λ =
Zm

⊕

T∈Tλ

Z (m)2
m ind(T )

, (116)

where Z (m)s is the (one-dimensional) irreducible representation of Zm where the generator
of Zm has the eigenvalue eπis, Tλ is the set of standard Young tableaux of shape λ (so that
|Tλ| = fλ), and the major index ind(T ) ∈ Z|λ| of a tableau is the sum of the descents, i.e. the
sum of the numbers k in T such that k+ 1 appears in a row strictly below k.
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4.2.3 Branching rules

According to Eq. (107), the subrepresentations W (L)
( L

2 ,s)
of B(L)

λ
are characterized by the eigen-

values of u. We claim that these eigenvalues are the ω-th roots of the eigenvalues of the
permutations that are induced by elements of the type uω. (See [34](Appendix A.4) for an
explanation of this point in the language of transfer matrices.) The resulting branching coef-
ficients are

cλ(r,s) =
∑

T∈Tλ

∑

ω∈Ω(2r)
|λ|

δ
e
πiω

�

s− ind(T )
r

�

,1
, (117)

and therefore the branching rules

B(L)
λ

=
uJTLL(n)

L
2
⊕

r= |λ|2

⊕

ω∈Ω(2r)
|λ|

⊕

k∈Zω

⊕

T∈Tλ

W (L)

(r, 2k
ω +

ind(T )
r )

. (118)

Let us examine a few special cases. First we focus on maximal representations, i.e. represen-
tations B(L)

λ
with |λ|= L. In this case, there is only one relevant diagram, which is trivial:

(119)

This implies Ω(L)L = (1), so the sum over k becomes trivial, and we end up with the purely
combinatorial formula

B(L)
λ

|λ|=L
=

uJTLL(n)

⊕

T∈Tλ

W (L)
( L

2 , 2
L ind(T ))

. (120)

This is equivalent to the branching rule SL ↓ ZL (116).
Another interesting special case is when λ = [|λ|] is the trivial representation of S|λ|. In

this case, Tλ contains a unique tableau whose index is 0, and we end up with the purely
diagrammatic formula

B(L)
λ

λ=[|λ|]
=

uJTLL(n)

L
2
⊕

r= |λ|2

⊕

ω∈Ω(2r)
|λ|

⊕

k∈Zω

W (L)
(r, 2k
ω )

. (121)

A purely diagrammatic formula is also obtained if gcd(2r, |λ|) = 1, which can only happen if
2r is odd. In this case, Ω(2r)

|λ| is a number of copies of the orbit length 2r – smaller orbits cannot
occur. Then s no longer depends on ind(T ), and we have

B(L)
λ

gcd(2r,|λ|)=1
=

uJTLL(n)
fλ

L
2
⊕

r= |λ|2

�

�

�Ω
(2r)
|λ|

�

�

�

⊕

k∈Z2r

W (L)
(r, k

r )
. (122)

In other words, cλ(r,s) = fλ
�

�

�Ω
(2r)
|λ|

�

�

� is s-independent in this case.
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4.2.4 Examples

Let us solve the diagrammatic subproblem with 6 bottom sites and 0 top site. We find c0
3−c0

2 = 4
diagrams:

(123)

The action of u divides these diagrams into two orbits of lengths 3 and 1, so that Ω(6)0 = (3,1).

The corresponding u-eigenvalues are 1,1, e±
2πi
3 , leading to

c[](3,0) = 2 , c[]
(3,± 1

3 )
= c[](3,1) = 0 , c[]

(3,± 2
3 )
= 1 . (124)

In the case of 8 bottom sites and 0 top site, we find c0
4 − c0

3 = 31 diagrams that belong to
7 different u-orbits. Let us give one representative of each orbit, while indicating the orbit
lengths:

8 : (125a)

4 : (125b)

2 : (125c)

1 : (125d)

Therefore, we have Ω(8)0 = (8,8, 4,4, 4,2, 1), which leads to

c[](4,0) = 7 , c[]
(4,± 1

4 )
= c[]

(4,± 3
4 )
= 2 , c[]

(4,± 1
2 )
= 5 , c[](4,1) = 6 . (126)

Let us now consider the case with 6 bottom sites and 4 top sites. We already used the deter-
mination of Ω(6)4 = (6,3) for illustrating the definition of Ω(L)

ℓ
, see the diagrams (114). Let us

focus on the combinatorial subproblem. The five Young diagrams of size 4, together with the
sets {ind(T )|T ∈ Tλ} of major indices of the corresponding Young tableaux, are:

[4] : {0} , [31] : {1, 2,3} , [22] : {0,2} , [211] : {0,1, 3} , [1111] : {2} . (127)

The coefficient cλ(r,s) depends on ind(T ) only ifω< 2r, i.e. in our example ifω= 3. In this case,

it depends only on ind(T )mod 2. This implies c[22]
(3,s) = 2c[4](3,s) = 2c[1111]

(3,s) , since f[22] = |T[22]|= 2
whereas f[4] = f[1111] = 1. In particular,

c[4](3,0) = c[4]
(3,± 2

3 )
= 2 , c[4](3,1) = c[4]

(3,± 1
3 )
= 1 . (128)

The cases where the dependence on ind(T ) plays a role are c[31]
(3,s) = c[211]

(3,s) . In these cases, the

odd major indices 1,3 shift the values of s by one unit. Therefore, to compute c[31]
(3,s), we cannot

simply multiply c[4](3,s) by f[31] = 3. Instead, we obtain

c[31]
(3,0) = c[31]

(3,± 2
3 )
= 4 , c[31]

(3,1) = c[31]
(3,± 1

3 )
= 5 . (129)

A longer list of BL(n) ↓ uJTLL(n) branching rules, expressing B(L)
λ

in terms of W (L)
(r,s) for any

|λ| ≤ 4 and r ≤ 5, can be found in Appendix B.1.
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5 Algebraic approach to the Q-state Potts model

The space of states of the Q-state Potts model on a lattice with L sites can be constructed as

SPotts
L =

�

[1]⊕ []
�⊗L

. (130)

On each site, we have a variable that belongs to the natural Q-dimensional representation of
the symmetric group SQ. This representation is a sum of two irreducible representations, called
the trivial and standard representations. In the notations of Section 3.1, these representations
correspond to the Young diagrams [] and [1] respectively.

5.1 Action of diagram algebras on the space of states

We will now introduce the diagram algebras that act on the space of states of the Q-state Potts
model. We will focus on the algebraic properties of these algebras and their representations:
for more details, including the eponymous diagrams, see Appendix A.

5.1.1 The relevant diagram algebras

The algebra of the linear maps on SPotts
L that commute with SQ is the partition algebra,

S∗Q = PL(Q) . (131)

The partition algebra is generated by the permutations pi with i = 1, . . . , L − 1, together with
generators si with i = 1, . . . , L and si+ 1

2
with i = 1, . . . , L − 1. These generators act on one or

two factors of ([1] + [])⊗L , and for Q integer they can be defined as [35]

si :
([1] + [])i → ([1] + [])i
wk 7→

∑Q
ℓ=1 wℓ

, (132)

si+ 1
2

:
([1] + [])i ⊗ ([1] + [])i+1 → ([1] + [])i ⊗ ([1] + [])i+1
wk ⊗wℓ 7→ δkℓwk ⊗wk

, (133)

where (wk)k is a basis of [1] + [] such that SQ acts by permuting the indices k. As a diagram
algebra, the partition algebra exists for any Q ∈ C, and the generators pi , si , si+ 1

2
are described

by the diagrams (A.3).
The partition algebra includes the permutation group SL , and ignores the geometry of the

problem. If the L spins are arrayed in a chain, we can no longer permute them. The symmetries
of the system must then be described by a smaller algebra, which also takes into account the
boundary conditions. For an open chain with free boundary conditions, the relevant algebra is
obtained by removing the permutation generators pi . This leads to the Temperley–Lieb algebra
TL2L(

p

Q), via the map si 7→ e2i−1 for i = 1, 3
2 , . . . , L − 1

2 , L.
For a closed chain with periodic boundary conditions, we should furthermore add two

generators: the generator sL+ 1
2
7→ e2L , and the generator u2 which translates all the sites by

two units in TL2L(
p

Q). (This corresponds to translations by one unit in the original chain
with L sites.) In order to describe clusters rather than loops, we need to make a couple extra
modifications, see Appendix A.2. Let us call the resulting algebra the Potts–Temperley–Lieb
algebra PTL2L(

p

Q).

5.1.2 Representations of the partition algebra

By Schur–Weyl duality, our space of states decomposes into irreducible representations of
PL(Q)× SQ as

SPotts
L =

PL(Q)×SQ

⊕

|λ|≤L

P(L)
λ
⊗λ , (134)
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where the sum is over partitions λ, which we identify with irreducible representations of SQ at

generic Q. The irreducible finite-dimensional representations P(L)
λ

of the partition algebra are
also labelled by partitions: we will say more on their structures when it comes to computing
branching rules in Section 5.2. For the moment, let us point out that their dimensions appear
as coefficients in the decomposition of SPotts

L = ([1]⊕ [])⊗L into irreducible representations of
SQ,

�

[1]⊕ []
�⊗L
=
SQ

⊕

|λ|≤L

�

dim P(L)
λ

�

λ . (135)

For example, ([1]⊕ [])⊗2 = [2] + [11] + 3[1] + 2[] tells us that dim P(2)[1] = 3.

5.1.3 Representations of the Temperley–Lieb algebra

From Section 4.1, we remember that the standard modules W (2L)
r of the Temperley–Lieb alge-

bra TL2L(
p

Q) are labelled by integers r = 0,1, . . . , L. By analogy with the case of the Brauer
algebra (97), we expect branching rules of the type

P(L)
λ

=
TL2L(
p

Q)
fλ

L
⊕

r=|λ|
d |λ|r W (2L)

r , (136)

with some coefficients d |λ|r ∈ N that depend neither on Q nor on L, and a prefactor fλ given
by the hook length formula (98). Inserting this into the decomposition (134) of the space of
states, we obtain

SPotts
L =

TL2L(
p

Q)×SQ

L
⊕

r=0

W (2L)
r ⊗Ξr , with Ξr =

⊕

|λ|≤r

fλd |λ|r λ . (137)

We can recursively deduce the representations Ξr , by writing SPotts
L =

SQ

⊕L
r=0

�

dim W (2L)
r

�

Ξr

and using the dimensions (A.10) of Temperley–Lieb representations. The first few examples
are

Ξ0 = [] , (138)

Ξ1 = [1] , (139)

Ξ2 = [2] + [11] , (140)

Ξ3 = [3] + 2[21] + [111] + [2] + [11] + [1] . (141)

We can also deduce the recursion relation

[1]⊗Ξr = Ξr−1 ⊕Ξr ⊕Ξr+1 . (142)

Using the associativity of the tensor product, this implies

Ξr1
⊗Ξr2

=
r1+r2
⊕

r=|r1−r2|
Ξr . (143)

We may interpret Ξr as an irreducible representation of the commutant TL∗2L(
p

Q).
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5.1.4 Representations of the Potts–Temperley–Lieb algebra

For r ≥ 2, the irreducible representations of the Potts–Temperley–Lieb algebra PTL2L(
p

Q)
simply coincide with irreducible representations W (2L)

(r,s) of the unoriented algebra

uJTL2L(
p

Q), which we described in Eq. (A.28). However, in the unoriented case, the pseudo-
momentum s was defined modulo 2 because the generator u of uJTL2L(

p

Q) had eigenvalues
eπis. In the case of PTL2L(

p

Q), only u2 exists, and s is now defined modulo integers. In
other words, the following inequivalent representations of uJTL2L(

p

Q) become equivalent
as representations of PTL2L(

p

Q):

W (2L)
(r,s) ≃

PTL2L(
p

Q)
W (2L)
(r,s+1) . (144)

Therefore, we assume s ∈ 1
rZ ∩ (−

1
2 , 1

2] for representations of PTL2L(
p

Q). As reviewed in
Appendix A.2, PTL2L(

p

Q) has no representation with r = 1, and two representations with
r = 0, which we call W (2L)

(0,0) and W (2L)
(0, 1

2 )
. We expect that representations of the partition algebra

decompose as

P(L)
λ

=
PTL2L(
p

Q)
δλ,[]W

(2L)
(0,0) ⊕δλ,[1]W

(2L)
(0, 1

2 )
⊕

L
⊕

r=max(2,|λ|)

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

− 1
2<s≤ 1

2

dλ(r,s)W
(2L)
(r,s) , (145)

where the coefficients dλ(r,s) ∈ N depend neither on Q nor on L. We will explain how to compute
them in Section 5.2. For the moment, let us proceed with decomposing the space of states.
Inserting our decomposition of P(L)

λ
into Eq. (134), we find

SPotts
L =

PTL2L(
p

Q)×SQ

W (2L)
(0,0) ⊗ []⊕W (2L)

(0, 1
2 )
⊗ [1]⊕

L
⊕

r=2

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

− 1
2<s≤ 1

2

W (2L)
(r,s) ⊗Ξ(r,s) ,

with Ξ(r,s) =
⊕

|λ|≤r

dλ(r,s)λ . (146)

The representation Ξ(r,s) of SQ that we just defined should coincide with the representation
Ξ(r,s) that appeared in the spectrum (65) of the Potts CFT. Moreover, the large L limit of the

representation W (2L)
(r,s) should coincide with a representation of the interchiral algebra,

lim
critical

W (2L)
(r,s) =

f

fW(r,s) . (147)

We can obtain some nontrivial information on Ξ(r,s) by comparing our decomposition (146) of
the space of states with the decomposition (137) into representions of the Temperley–Lieb al-
gebra. Using the relations (A.28) and (A.29) between modules of PTL2L(

p

Q) and TL2L(
p

Q),
we obtain

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

− 1
2<s≤ 1

2

Ξ(r,s) = Ξr −δr≥1Ξr−1 + (−1)r[1] . (148)

The algebraic definition of the representations Ξ(r,s) of the group SQ that appear in the space
of states also allows us to rederive their invariances under shifts (68) and reflection (26), by
the same arguments as in the O(n) model.
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Unlike the representations Ξr with their tensor products (143), the represen-
tations Ξ(r,s) (73) do not close under tensor products. While we may interpret Ξ(r,s) as ir-
reducible representations of the commutant PTL∗2L(

p

Q), we can therefore not interpret this
commutant as a symmetry algebra of the Q-state Potts model.

5.2 Branching rules PL(Q) ↓ PTL2L(
p

Q)

We have reduced the determination of the SQ representations Ξ(r,s) to the algebraic prob-
lem of decomposing representations of the partition algebra into representations of the Potts–
Temperley–Lieb algebra. Let us now solve this problem.

5.2.1 Diagrammatic and combinatorial subproblems

Let us describe the structure of irreducible representation P(L)
λ

of the partition algebra. To build
a basis, we start with the set of all partitions of L lower sites and |λ| upper sites, such that each
upper site belongs to a subset that contains no other upper site, and at least one lower site. To
draw such diagrams, we draw lines between elements of a given subset, without necessarily
drawing all possible lines:

= = = (149)

In the case L = 4, |λ|= 2, modulo permutations of the lower sites, the possible diagrams are

(150)

Of these five types of diagrams, only the second one appeared in the basis of the Brauer–
Specht module B(4)

λ
of the Brauer algebra. Modulo permutations of the upper sites, there are

six diagrams of this type, see Eq. (111). The irreducible representation P(L)
λ

is obtained by
tensoring the space of diagrams C{bi} with the Specht module λ of the symmetric group S|λ|,

P(L)
λ
= C{bi} ⊗S|λ| λ . (151)

Now, to compute the coefficient dλ(r,s) of the branching rule (145), we choose the lowest
value L = r such that this coefficient appears. This reduces the problem to determining the
contributions of representations of the type W (2L)

(L,s) in P(L)
λ

. From their diagrammatic construc-

tions, such representations are annihilated by the 2L generators e1, e2, . . . , e2L of PTL2L(
p

Q).
By the embedding ei 7→ s i+1

2
of PTL2L(

p

Q) into PL(Q), this means that they are annihilated
by s1, s 3

2
, s2, . . . , sL+ 1

2
. The image of s1, . . . , sL is made of diagrams with isolated bottom sites,

while the image of s 3
2
, . . . , sL+ 1

2
is made of diagrams where two neighbouring bottom sites are

connected. To build a basis of W (2L)
(L,s) , we may work modulo such diagrams, and restrict to

diagrams such that bottom sites are neither isolated nor connected to their neighbours.
The diagrammatic subproblem consists in determining the permutations of the upper sites

that are induced by permutations of the lower sites in this set of diagrams. To a diagram b
we associate a cycle length ω and permutation µ ∈ S|λ| such that uωbµ= b, where u ∈ PL(Q)
and µ ∈ S|λ| act from the bottom and top of the diagram respectively. The permutation µmust

therefore obey µ
L
ω = 1. More precisely, we are interested in the conjugacy class of µ in S|λ|,

i.e. in its cycle type – the list of lengths of its cycles, which we still denote by µ. Let Υ (L)|λ| be
the set of pairs (ω,µ) that describe the action of u on our set of diagrams, with each orbit of
length ω giving rise to only one pair. In particular, there is a natural embedding Ω(L)|λ| ,→ Υ

(L)
|λ| .
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Once we know Υ (L)|λ| , the combinatorial subproblem is to determine the eigenvalues of µ
in the Specht module λ. This problem has a known combinatorial solution [33]. Each Young

tableau T ∈ Tλ gives rise to an eigenvalue e2πi
indµ(T )
|µ| , where |µ| is the order of the permutation

µ, and the cyclic exponent indµ(T ) ∈ Z|µ| is the µ-index of T . To compute µ-indices, let us
write µ = (µ1, . . . ,µk) the cycle lengths of µ, with |µ| = lcm(µi). Let us define a tuple of |λ|
integers (bµ(1), . . . , bµ(|λ|)) =

�

|µ|
µ1

, 2 |µ|µ1
, . . . , |µ|, |µ|µ2

, 2 |µ|µ2
, . . . , |µ|, . . .

�

. Then we have

indµ(T ) =
∑

j∈{descents(T )}

bµ( j)mod |µ| . (152)

5.2.2 Branching rules

We now claim that the eigenvalues of u in the subrepresentations W (2L)
(L,s) of P(L)

λ
are the ω-th

roots of the eigenvalues of uω in λ. The resulting branching coefficients are

dλ(r,s) =
∑

T∈Tλ

∑

(ω,µ)∈Υ (r)
λ

δ
e

2πi

�

ωs−
indµ(T )
|µ|

�

,1

. (153)

Equivalently, the branching rules are

P(L)
λ

=
PTL2L(
p

Q)

L
⊕

r=|λ|

⊕

(ω,µ)∈Υ (L)|λ|

⊕

k∈Zω

⊕

T∈Tλ

W (2L)

(r, k
ω+

indµ(T )
ω|µ| )

. (154)

Let us examine a few special cases. First we focus on maximal representations, i.e. represen-
tations P(L)

λ
with |λ| = L. In this case there is only one relevant diagram, which is trivial, see

Eq. (119). This implies Υ (L)L = ((1,1)), so the sum over k becomes trivial, and we end up with
the purely combinatorial formula

P(L)
λ

|λ|=L
=

PTL2L(
p

Q)

⊕

T∈Tλ

W (2L)
(L, 1

L ind(T ))
. (155)

This is equivalent to the analogous formula (120) for the case of the O(n) model, which ex-
plains the coincidence of the coefficients

dλ(|λ|,s) = cλ
( |λ|2 ,2s)

. (156)

Another interesting special case is when λ = [|λ|] is the trivial representation of S|λ|. In this
case, there is only one standard Young tableau, such that ∀µ, indµ(T ) = 0 and we end up with
the purely diagrammatic formula

P(L)
λ

λ=[|λ|]
=

PTL2L(
p

Q)

L
⊕

r=|λ|

⊕

(ω,µ)∈Υ (L)|λ|

⊕

k∈Zω

W (2L)
(r, k
ω )

. (157)

5.2.3 Examples

We first focus on the trivial representation λ = []. For L = 1,2, 3,5, there are no allowed
diagrams. For L = 4, we have Υ (4)0 = Ω(4)0 with one diagram , which is invariant under
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translation by one unit. For L = 6, we find Υ (6)0 = Ω(6)0 ∪ (1) = (3, 1,1), where the additional

translation-invariant diagram is . This leads to

d[](6,0) = 3 , d[]
(6, 1

6 )
= d[]

(6, 1
2 )
= 0 , d[]

(6, 1
3 )
= 1 . (158)

For L = 7 we find Υ (7)0 = (7,7), leading to ∀s, d[](7,s) = 2. Let us draw one representative of
each one of the two cycles of length 7:

7 : (159)

For L = 8 we find Υ (8)0 = Ω(8)0 ∪ (8,8, 8,4, 4,2, 1). The diagrams that contribute to Ω(8)0 are
drawn in Eq. (125), let us draw the remaining diagrams:

8 : (160a)

4 : (160b)

2 : (160c)

1 : (160d)

This leads to

d[](8,0) = 14 , d[]
(8, 1

8 )
= 5 , d[]

(8, 1
4 )
= 10 , d[]

(8, 1
2 )
= 12 . (161)

Let us now consider the case of Υ (6)1 , which is still a purely diagrammatic problem. We find
the following five orbits:

6 : (162a)

3 : (162b)

2 : (162c)

This leads to

d[1](6,0) = 5 , d[1]
(6, 1

6 )
= 2 , d[1]

(6, 1
3 )
= 4 , d[1]

(6, 1
2 )
= 3 . (163)

Finally, let us deal with the example of Υ (4)3 . We have only one cycle of length ω = 2. Let us
draw one representative diagram, together with the action of u and u2:

2 :
u
−→

u
−→ (164)

The action of u2 induces a permutation of the three top sites that is neither trivial nor even
cyclic. This permutation is actually of cycle type µ = (2,1), so that Υ (4)3 = ((2, (2,1))). The
µ-indices of the Young tableaux are

λ [3] [21] [111]

{ind(2,1)(T )}T∈Tλ {0} {0,1} {1}
(165)
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This leads to

d[3](4,0) = d[3]
(4, 1

2 )
= 1 , d[3]

(4, 1
4 )
= 0 , (166)

d[21]
(4,0) = d[21]

(4, 1
4 )
= d[21]

(4, 1
2 )
= 1 , (167)

d[111]
(4,0) = d[111]

(4, 1
2 )
= 0 , d[111]

(4, 1
4 )
= 1 . (168)

6 Concluding remarks

6.0.1 Extended symmetries and commutant algebras

In the spaces of states of the Potts and O(n) models, any representation W(r,s) of the confor-
mal algebra comes with a representation Ξ(r,s) or Λ(r,s) of the global symmetry group SQ or
O(n). That global representation is in general not irreducible: rather, it is a sum of irreducible
representations, whose number increases with r.

Such global representations can be interpreted as irreducible representations of an algebra
that includes SQ or O(n). In the language of the introduction, this larger algebra is the com-
mutant algebra A⋆L . In [4], this commutant algebra was constructed by adding generators to
the relevant group. However, this larger algebra is unlikely to be a symmetry algebra. This is
because the underlying periodic geometry prevents us from defining a natural tensor product,
in contrast with the case of open boundary conditions. And in fact, our global representations
do not close under the ordinary SQ or O(n) tensor product. By Schur–Weyl duality, this is
related to the problem of defining the fusion of representations of the affine Temperley–Lieb
algebra [32,36].

It is therefore important to distinguish an algebra that merely acts on the space of states,
from a true symmetry algebra that also constrains the dynamics of the theory, and whose
representations must therefore close under tensor products. Actually, in the Potts model, this
distinction is also relevant for the interchiral algebra. In the space of states, this algebra acts
as s → s + 1. In general correlation functions, the existence of degenerate fields only imply
relations s → s + 2. Therefore, the interchiral algebra is only partly a dynamical symmetry
algebra.

6.0.2 The limits of global symmetry

When undertaking our study of the action of O(n) and SQ on the spaces of states, our main
motivation was to solve the O(n) and Potts CFTs. The idea is that a primary field would be
labelled not only by its conformal dimension, but also by an irreducible representation of the
global symmetry group O(n) or SQ. For example, our result for Λ( 3

2 ,0) (40d) implies that the

O(n) CFT has two primary fields of dimension∆= ∆̄=∆( 3
2 ,0), which we may denote as V [3]

( 3
2 ,0)

and V [1
3]

( 3
2 ,0)

.

Correlation functions of such fields are then constrained by global symmetry. In particular,
for any given correlation function, we can compare the number of invariant tensors of the
global symmetry group, with the number of linearly independent solutions of crossing sym-
metry [5]. For example, in the case of four-point connectivities of the Potts CFT, we have 4
invariant tensors in [1]⊗4, corresponding to the 4 terms in [1]⊗ [1] (58). And we also find 4
solutions of crossing symmetry [11]. This agreement apparently extends to N -point connec-
tivities: while we do not know the number of solutions of crossing symmetry for N > 4, we
do know the number of linearly independent connectivities [37], and we find that it coincides
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with the number of invariant tensors in [1]⊗N [16]. (This is not specific to the two-dimensional
model.)

However, for general four-point functions in the O(n) and Potts CFTs, we find much fewer
solutions of crossing symmetry than invariant tensors [5, 6]. This would be natural if the
CFTs had extended global symmetries beyond the groups O(n) and SQ. Natural candidates
for extended symmetries are the commutant algebras that act on the spaces of states, but we
have argued that these are actually not dynamical symmetries. It might be that in higher
dimensions, we have just as many solutions of crossing symmetry as invariant tensors, and
that some solutions coincide (or become linearly dependent) in two dimensions – just like
conformal dimensions of some primary fields coincide.

For global symmetry, there are more bad news from numerical bootstrap studies. An un-
expected and non-trivial numerical result is that we can compute correlation functions that
mix fields from the O(n) and Potts CFTs, such as

¬

V(1,0)V(1,0)V(0, 1
2 )

V(0, 1
2 )

¶

[6]. There is no hope
of interpreting such correlation functions from the point of view of either O(n) or SQ: both
symmetries are broken, both groups now appear too large. In order to understand such corre-
lation functions, diagram algebras look more promising. It would be interesting to investigate
whether such hybrid correlation functions also exist in higher dimensions.

6.0.3 Universality and non-critical models

We have described the spaces of states of the Potts and O(n)models in terms of representations
Ξ(r,s) or Λ(r,s) of their global symmetry groups. These representations do not depend on the
lattice size. Therefore, their relevance is not limited to the CFT, or even to the critical lattice
model. And indeed, as we show in Appendix B, they appear in numerical studies of lattice
models at finite L.

In fact, these representations follow from the action of the algebra A∗L , which is the com-
mutant of AL in the space SL . This means that any version of the O(n) or Q-state Potts models
whose transfer matrix can be expressed in terms of the Temperley–Lieb algebra uJTLL(n) or
PTL(

p

Q) will have a similar space of states. Examples include the O(n) and Potts models
with non-critical couplings (i.e. perturbed by the energy operator), or even with random,
edge-dependent couplings.

On the other hand, interactions that preserve the global symmetry SQ or O(n), but are
not expressible in terms of the appropriate diagram algebra, would break the representations
Ξ(r,s) or Λ(r,s) into irreducible representations of SQ or O(n). And of course, breaking the SQ
or O(n) symmetry itself (for example by applying a magnetic field) would completely destroy
the structure of the space of states.

It would therefore be interesting to study which interactions can be expressed in terms of
the Temperley–Lieb algebra. On the resulting phase space, it should be possible to compute
free energies and determine the phase diagram — such an analysis has recently been per-
formed in the case of the Heisenberg models [38], and our case is similar although a bit more
complicated.

6.0.4 Dilute O(n) model

In this article, we have been focussing on the dense O(n) model, whose lattice space of
states (91) is based on the defining representation [1]. Using [1] ⊕ [] instead, we would
obtain the dilute O(n) model, whose lattice space of states is

SO(n), dilute
L =

�

[1]⊕ []
�⊗L

. (169)

In the critical limit, we expect that the dilute model is described by the same CFT, with however
1<ℜβ2 < 2 instead of 0<ℜβ2 < 1 for the dense model [5]. This means in particular that the
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space of states is the same. To support this claim, let us now sketch how the representations
Λ(r,s) of O(n) could emerge in the algebraic approach to the dilute O(n) model.

In terms of diagrams, the presence of the trivial representation [] in the space of states
amounts to allowing partitions with blocks of size one or two, rather than just blocks of size
two. As reviewed in Appendix A.1, this amounts to replacing the Brauer algebra with the Rook
Brauer algebra in the decomposition (95) of SO(n), dilute

L [39]. Then, in order to describe our
two-dimensional model with its non-crossing lines, we should restrict to a planar algebra: the
Motzkin algebra ML(n+ 1), which is the dilute analog of the Temperley–Lieb algebra [40].

Using the branching rules from the Temperley–Lieb algebra to the Motzkin algebra [41], it
can be checked that the decomposition of SO(n), dilute

L into representations of ML(n+1)×O(n)
involves the same O(n) representationsΛr as the decomposition (100) of SO(n)

L into representa-

tions of the Temperley–Lieb algebra. Similarly, we expect that the decomposition of SO(n), dilute
L

into the dilute analog of the unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra would involve the same
O(n) representations Λ(r,s) (105) as in the dense case.

There is however a significant algebraic difference between the dense and dilute cases:
while in the dense case we had a restriction |λ| ≡ L mod 2 on the representations of the
Brauer algebra, we do not have such a restriction on the representations of the Rook Brauer
algebra, because that algebra can involve blocks of size one. In the dilute case, the restriction
|λ| ≡ 2r mod 2 in the structures of Λr and Λ(r,s) should follow from the branching rules from
the Rook Brauer to the Motzkin algebra.
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A Diagram algebras

A diagram algebra has a basis made of diagrams, with a multiplication coming from diagram
concatenation. We consider diagrams that have L labelled sites at the bottom of a frame,
another L labelled sites at the top of the frame, and connections inside the frame. A diagram
is planar if the connections do not cross. The sites are aligned in the space direction, which is
perpendicular to the imaginary time direction.
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The frame can be either a rectangle, or an annulus where the left and right sides are
identified. The annulus geometry describes models with periodic boundary conditions in the
space direction. The distinction between the annulus and the rectangle only matters for planar
diagrams.

We will first review non-periodic algebras, whose frame is the rectangle. We will then deal
with periodic algebras, whose frame is the annulus. Periodic algebras are more complicated
and less well-known.

A.1 Non-periodic algebras

A.1.1 The partition algebra

The largest algebra that we will consider is the partition algebra PL(Q) [35]. In this case,
the diagrams represent set partitions of the 2L sites. Subsets of the partition correspond to
connected components of the diagrams, called blocks, which are made of points connected by
edges. (Two edges that cross are not considered as connected.) These edges can be drawn
in different ways, so that a partition is associated with an equivalence class of diagrams. An
equivalent option, coming from the theory of hypergraphs, is to consider that a block of size
k is represented by a k-hyperedge—a generalized edge that connects k distinct sites. We shall
however only use ordinary edges in our figures. Here is an example with L = 8:
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space (A.1)

Labelling the points at the bottom and top of the diagrams as 1, . . . , 8 and 1′, . . . , 8′, the corre-
sponding set partition is (12′) (23) (41′3′) (57) (64′7′8′) (86′) (5′).

Multiplication is defined by concatenation—placing two rectangles on top of each other
and identifying the top points of one with the bottom points of the other. Connected compo-
nents (clusters) that are disconnected from the top and bottom of the combined diagram are
eliminated, but each of them contributes a numerical factor Q to the product. For example:

=Q2 (A.2)

A propagating block is a block that contains vertices both from the top and from the bottom
rows. Concatenation never increases the number of propagating blocks.

It is convenient to introduce the elements pi , si , si+ 1
2
∈ PL(Q), which generate the partition

algebra:

pi =
· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

i i+1

, si =
· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

i

, si+ 1
2
=

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

i i+1

1≤ i ≤ L − 1 1≤ i ≤ L 1≤ i ≤ L − 1

.

(A.3)
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In order to study subalgebras of PL(Q), it is convenient to define ei = si+ 1
2
sisi+1si+ 1

2
, li = pisi ,

and ri = si pi , so that diagrammatically

ei =
· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

i i+1

, li =
· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

i i+1

, ri =
· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

i i+1

1≤ i ≤ L − 1 1≤ i ≤ L − 1 1≤ i ≤ L − 1

. (A.4)

In particular, the eis satisfy the Temperley–Lieb relations

e2
i = Qei , (A.5a)

eiei±1ei = ei , (A.5b)
�

ei , e j

�

= 0 , for |i − j| ≥ 2 . (A.5c)

A.1.2 Irreducible modules of the partition algebra

Irreducible modules P(L)
λ

of PL(Q) are labelled by integer partitions λ with |λ| ≤ L. The

partition λ corresponds to a representation of the symmetric group S|λ|. A basis of P(L)
λ

can be
built by considering diagrams with L lower sites, |λ| upper sites, and |λ| propagating blocks.
In other words, each upper site belongs to a subset that includes at least one lower site, and
no other upper site. For example, in the case L = 12 and |λ|= 5, here is one possible diagram:

(A.6)

In the representation P(L)
λ

, the partition algebra acts on such diagrams from below, while the
symmetric group S|λ| acts from above according to the representation λ. In other words, if {bi}
is the set of such diagrams, we have P(L)

λ
= C{bi} ⊗S|λ| λ. The action of the partition algebra

can lead to diagrams with fewer than |λ| propagating blocks, which are then modded out.
The dimension of P(L)

λ
is the number of diagrams, times fλ = dimλ. To count the diagrams,

remember that the number of partitions of L elements into i non-empty subsets is given by the
Stirling number of the second kind

�L
i

	

. To build a diagram, we start with one such partition
with |λ| ≤ i ≤ L, and choose |λ| subsets that we connect to the upper sites. Since the number
of such choices is

� i
|λ|
�

= i!
|λ|!(i−|λ|)! , we obtain

dim P(L)
λ
= fλ ×

L
∑

i=|λ|

�

i
|λ|

�§

L
i

ª

. (A.7)

An alternate derivation proceeds by noticing that a set partition with |λ|marked blocks consists
of unmarked blocks, which are a set of non-empty sets, hence with exponential generating
function exp(ex−1), and marked blocks, which are |λ| indistinguishable non-empty sets, hence
with exponential generating function 1

|λ|!(e
x −1)|λ|. Therefore 1

fλ
dim P(L)

λ
has the exponential

generating function exp(ex − 1)× 1
|λ|!(e

x − 1)|λ|.

A.1.3 The Brauer subalgebra and its representations

The Brauer subalgebra BL(n ≡ Q) ⊂ PL(Q) is generated by pairwise partitions. This means
that all blocks must have size two, and in particular there are no isolated sites. This algebra
is generated by the eis and pis. In diagram concatenation, the clusters that are eliminated
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are closed loops, and we denote their weight by n instead of Q. Propagating blocks become
propagating lines, called through-lines.

Irreducible modules B(L)
λ

of BL(n) are labelled by partitions λwith |λ| ≤ L and L ≡ |λ|mod
2. They are built from diagrams and from irreducible representations of S|λ|, just like the
irreducible modules of the partition algebra. The relevant diagrams have L bottom sites, |λ|
top sites, and |λ| through-lines. For example, in the case L = 10 and |λ|= 4:

(A.8)

To enumerate such diagrams, first choose the |λ| bottom sites that are connected to top sites,
and then connect the remaining bottom sites pairwise. This leads to

dim B(L)
λ
=
�

L
|λ|

�

(L − |λ| − 1)!! fλ , (A.9)

where, by convention, (−1)!!= 1.

A.1.4 The Temperley–Lieb subalgebra and its representations

The planar subalgebra of the Brauer algebra is the Temperley–Lieb algebra TLL(n). Within
TLL(n), every site is connected with one other site by a single edge, all edges are drawn inside
the rectangular frame, and the edges can be drawn so that there are no crossings. When con-
catenating diagrams, each loop is replaced by a numerical factor n. This algebra is generated
by the identity and the eis.

Irreducible modules W (L)
r of TLL(n) are parametrized simply by the number of through-

lines, which we will denote here by 2r, where r ∈ 1
2N and L ≡ 2r mod 2. This no longer

involves a representation of the symmetric group, because permuting the through-lines would
lead to crossings. The dimension of W (L)

r is the number of diagrams – often called link patterns
– that can be drawn by marking 2r out of L points and pairing the remaining points without
crossings and without enclosing any marked point:

dim W (L)
r =

�

L
L
2 + r

�

−
�

L
L
2 + r + 1

�

. (A.10)

An example of a basis element in W (10)
1 would look like:

(A.11)

A.1.5 Another Temperley–Lieb subalgebra: the join-detach algebra

Somewhat confusingly, there is another Temperley–Lieb subalgebra TL2L(
p

Q) ⊂ PL(Q) of the
partition algebra, with twice as many sites and a different parameter

p

Q. This follows from
the relations

s2
i =Q1−2(i mod 1)siq , sisi± 1

2
si =Qsi , (A.12)

for i = 1, 3
2 , 2, . . . , L − 1

2 , L, which imply that

ê2i−1 =Q−
1
2+2(i mod 1)si (A.13)
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satisfy the Temperley–Lieb relations (A.5) with the parameter
p

Q. This Temperley–Lieb sub-
algebra is called the join-detach algebra, with si∈N detaching the site i, while si∈N+ 1

2
joins the

two sites i± 1
2 . The random cluster formulation of the Potts-model partition function (80) can

be constructed in the transfer matrix formalism from this join-detach algebra, with the second
term in the expansion (79) corresponding to the join operator for a space-like edge, and the
first term corresponding to the detach operator for a time-like edge [34].

A.1.6 Rook Brauer algebra and Motzkin algebra

Let the two-parameter Rook Brauer algebra RBL(x , y) be generated by the diagrams whose
blocks have size one or two [42]. When multiplying diagrams, we eliminate the clusters that
are disconnected from the top and bottom of the combined diagram, while giving a weight x
to each loop and y to each open path or isolated site:

= x y . (A.14)

Then RBL(Q,Q) is a subalgebra of the partition algebra PL(Q), generated by ei , pi and si .
Moreover, RBL(n+1)≡RBL(n+1, 1) is in Schur-Weyl duality with O(n) in the tensor product
([]⊕ [1])⊗L [39].

The planar version of the Rook Brauer algebra RBL(n+1) is the Motzkin algebra ML(n+1)
[40]. It is generated by ei , li and ri . We believe that ML(n+ 1) is in fact isomorphic to the
dilute Temperley–Lieb algebra dTLL(n) [41, 43], in which we only allow loop and isolated
sites, but not open paths, and where loops have fugacity n instead of n+ 1.

A.2 Periodic algebras

Let us now consider periodic algebras, i.e. algebras of diagrams that can be drawn without
crossings in an annular frame.

A.2.1 Affine Temperley–Lieb algebra and unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra

The affine Temperley–Lieb algebra is a subalgebra of the Brauer algebra that is larger than the
Temperley–Lieb algebra, TLL(n) ⊂ATLL(n) ⊂ BL(n). It is defined from TLL(n) by adding the
two generators

eL =
· · ·

· · ·

, (A.15)

u=
· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

. (A.16)

The generator eL satisfies the Temperley–Lieb relations (A.5), where we now identify eL+1 = e1
and consider all indices modulo L. Moreover, the generator u satisfies

ue ju
−1 = e j+1 , (A.17a)

u2eL−1 = e1e2 · · · eL−1 , (A.17b)

and uL is a central element.
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Although making the system periodic seems rather innocuous, it has the profound conse-
quence that ATLL becomes infinite-dimensional. This is a consequence of the fact that it is pos-
sible to cyclically permute the upper sites carrying through-lines without otherwise changing
the diagrams. Translating through-lines by one site to the right is called the pseudo-translation
t,

t
−→ (A.18)

The pseudo-translation t differs from the translation u, and its expression in terms of algebra
generators depends on the diagram it acts on. In particular, the action of tN on a diagram
in general yields diagrams that differ for all N ∈ Z, in other words we can have the through-
lines wind around the annulus an arbitrary number of times. Therefore, even for L finite, we
have dimATLL(n) =∞. In fact, another reason why the algebra is infinite-dimensional is the
existence of non-contractible loops. For example, the following diagram concatenation leads
to one non-contractible loop:

= (A.19)

Iterating, it is possible to generate an arbitrary number of non-contractible loops.
We define the unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra uJTLL(n) as a finite-dimensional

quotient of the affine Temperley–Lieb algebra ATLL(n), by identifying infinite families of dia-
grams. To begin with, we identify diagrams that are related by having all through-lines wind
once around the annulus, i.e. we impose that the pseudo-translation obeys

t2r =
uJTLL(n)

1 . (A.20)

We then deal with the non-contractible loops, by eliminating them with the same weight n
as the contractible loops. In other words, adding a contractible loop to a diagram, which is
possible if there are no through-lines, amounts to multiplying this diagram by n.

A.2.2 Representations of the unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra

Representations of uJTLL(n) are generated by diagrams with L lower sites, 2r ≤ L upper sites,
and 2r through-lines with r ∈ 1

2N. On this set of diagrams, we can act by cyclic permutations
of the upper sites or equivalently of the through-lines. This action is described by the group
Z2r generated by t. Irreducible finite-dimensional modules W (L)

(r,s) are therefore parameterized

by (r, s), where eπis is the eigenvalue of t. Equivalently, the number s itself, which we call the
pseudo-momentum, is defined modulo 2 and obeys rs ∈ Z, so that

�

t − eπis
�

W (L)
(r,s) = 0 . (A.21)

The dimensions of these modules are obtained by diagram counting, so they are s-independent:

dim W (L)
(r,s) =

�

L
L
2 + r

�

, for r > 0 . (A.22)

A sample basis element in W (10)
(1,s) is:

(A.23)
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where the arcs going through the periodic boundary condition illustrate the notion of non-
crossing with an annular frame.

Let us now focus on representations with no through-lines, i.e. r = 0. This implies that L is
even. The corresponding diagrams can then have non-contractible loops. Representations of
the affine Temperley–Lieb algebra are parametrized by the weight of these loops, which can be
any complex number. For generic values of this weight, the

� L
L
2

�

diagrams with no through-lines
and no non-contractible loops form a basis of an irreducible finite-dimensional representation.
In the case of the unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra, the weight of non-contractible
loops is n. The diagrams with no through-lines and no non-contractible loops now generate a
reducible representation, which has an irreducible quotient W (L)

(0,0), whose dimension is

dim W (L)
(0,0) =

�

L
L
2

�

−
�

L
L
2 + 1

�

. (A.24)

In this quotient, we have identities of the type

= (A.25)

and in general the quotient module does not distinguish whether an edge connecting two given
sites goes through the periodic boundary condition or not. Each equivalence class of diagrams
in W (L)

(0,0) can thus be drawn with a rectangular frame.

A.2.3 The Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra and the Potts–Temperley–Lieb algebra

The Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra JTL2L(
p

Q) exists only for L even. It stems from the
reformulation of the random cluster model as a loop model, with the loops turning around the
clusters as in Figure (82). Algebraically, it is a version of the join-detach algebra TL2L(

p

Q)
that lives on an annulus. To this algebra, we add a generator e2L (A.15), together with a
generator u2 rather than u (A.16), since two sites of the loop model correspond to one site
of the cluster model. In this algebra, we do not have a pseudo-translation t but rather its
square t2, which still obeys the periodicity condition (A.20). This implies in particular that
the number of through-lines 2r is even, i.e. r ∈ N, and that the pseudo-momentum s is now
defined modulo 1.

The Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra respects an alternating orientation of the lattice sites,
such that through-lines preserve their orientation under imaginary time evolution. As a con-
sequence, it is related by Schur–Weyl duality to the group U(n), rather than O(n) for the
unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra [4,44].

Although motivated by the properties of clusters, the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra does
not go all the way to describing the Potts model, because it still describes loops. To prop-
erly describe cluster connectivities, we have to slightly modify it into what we will call the
Potts–Temperley–Lieb algebra PTL2L(

p

Q). Unfortunately, we do not know how to define this
algebra by generators and relations, or by a set of diagrams. The problem is that we need the
weight of non-contractible loops to depend on the representation, and detecting the represen-
tation involves algebra elements such as the pseudo-translation t (A.18), which has no simple
expression in terms of the generators ei . To define the Potts–Temperley–Lieb algebra, we will
fall back to the Wedderburn–Artin theorem, which allows us to characterize a semisimple
finite-dimensional associative algebra by its finite-dimensional irreducible representations.

We define PTL2L(
p

Q) to have the same representations W (2L)
(r,s) (with r ∈ N and s ∈ 1

rZmod

1) as JTL2L(
p

Q) for r ≥ 2. This is because the embedding TL2L(
p

Q) ⊂ PL(Q) (A.13) relates
2r through-lines (described by TL2L(

p

Q)) to r propagating clusters (described by PL(Q)). On
the annulus, this relation no longer holds for r ≤ 1, which is why PTL2L(

p

Q) ̸= JTL2L(
p

Q).
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The existence of one propagating cluster indeed does not imply the existence of two through-
lines, because the cluster could have cross topology, i.e. wind around the space direction
as in Figure (83). On the other hand, a propagating cluster prevents the existence of non-
contractible loops. Therefore, we define PTL2L(

p

Q) to have no representation with r = 1,
but a representation with r = 0 where non-contractible loops have weight 0, which we will
call W (2L)

(0, 1
2 )

.

This representation is however not generated by all diagrams with no through-lines, but
only by half of them. This is because the number Nboundary of lines that cross the left boundary
and come back on the right (by the space periodicity of the annulus) is conserved modulo 2.
The only ways to change Nboundary by one unit would indeed have been to act with u (which
does not belong to PTL2L(

p

Q)), or to replace a non-contractible loop with a non-zero factor.
We therefore define the irreducible representation W (2L)

(0, 1
2 )

by keeping only the diagrams with

Nboundary ≡ 1 mod 2. This enforces the propagation of one cluster, while Nboundary ≡ 0 mod
2 would enforce the propagation of one dual cluster [34, 45]. Our representation has the
dimension

dim W (2L)
(0, 1

2 )
=

1
2

�

2L
L

�

. (A.26)

A.2.4 Branching rules from periodic to non-periodic algebras

Let us discuss how representations of periodic algebras decompose into representations of the
corresponding non-periodic algebras. The basic idea is that we should cut all lines that cross
the left boundary and come back on the right, so that each cut line becomes a pair of through-
lines. For example, the following diagram shows that the representation W (10)

(1,s) of uJTL10(n)

contains the representation W (10)
3 of TL10(n):

−→ (A.27)

In the case of a representation W (L)
(r>0,s) of the affine Temperley–Lieb algebra, this leads to

W (L)
(r,s) =TLL(n)

L
2
⊕

r ′=r

W (L)
r ′ , (A.28)

where the sum runs by increments of 1. This result also holds if W (L)
(r,s) is an irreducible repre-

sentation of the Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra, unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra or
of the Potts–Temperley–Lieb algebra.

The representations W (L)
(0,0) and W (2L)

(0, 1
2 )

behave differently, because they are respectively a

coset and a subrepresentation of the reducible representation generated by diagrams with no
through-lines. In the case of W (L)

(0,0), identities of the type (A.25) allow us to eliminate all lines

that cross the left boundary. In the case of W (2L)
(0, 1

2 )
, the number of such lines is odd. This leads

to

W (L)
(0,0) =TLL(n)

W (L)
0 , (A.29a)

W (2L)
(0, 1

2 )
=

TLL(n)

L
⊕

r ′
2
=1

W (2L)
r ′ , (A.29b)

where the sum over r ′ runs by increments of 2.
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A.3 Summary

A.3.1 Algebras

In the following list of diagram algebras, n is the loop weight, Q the cluster weight. We indicate
whether algebras are planar or periodic. (Periodicity only makes sense for planar algebras.)
The generators are defined in Equations (A.3), (A.4), (A.16).

Notation Name Property Generators

PL(Q) Partition pi , si , si+ 1
2

BL(n) Brauer pi , ei

RBL(n) Rook Brauer pi , si

TLL(n) Temperley–Lieb Planar ei

ML(n) Motzkin Planar ei , li , ri

dTLL(n) dilute Temperley–Lieb Planar ei , li , ri

ATLL(n) affine Temperley–Lieb Periodic ei , u

uJTLL(n) unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb Periodic ei , u

JTL2L(n) Jones–Temperley–Lieb Periodic ei , u2

PTL2L(n) Potts–Temperley–Lieb Periodic ei , u2

If the Motzkin and dilute Temperley–Lieb algebras appear the same, it is because they are
identical. On the other hand, the Jones–Temperley–Lieb and Potts–Temperley–Lieb are subtly
different.

A.3.2 Irreducible modules

For some algebras, we list the irreducible finite-dimensional representations. We recall that
fλ is the dimension of a representation of the symmetric group S|λ|, given by the hook length
formula.

Algebra Representation Parameters Dimension Equation

PL(Q) P(L)
λ

|λ| ≤ L fλ
∑L

i=|λ|

� i
|λ|
��L

i

	

(A.7)

BL(n) B(L)
λ

|λ| ≤ L

|λ| ≡ L mod 2
fλ
� L
|λ|
�

(L − |λ| − 1)!! (A.9)

TLL(n) W (L)
r

0≤ r ≤ L
2

r ≡ L
2 mod 1

� L
L
2+r

�

−
� L

L
2+r+1

�

(A.10)

uJTLL(n)
W (L)
(r,s)

1
2 ≤ r ≤ L

2

r ≡ L
2 mod 1

s ≡ 1
rZmod 2

� L
L
2+r

�

(A.22)

W (L)
(0,0)

� L
L
2

�

−
� L

L
2+1

�

(A.24)

JTLL(n)
W (2L)
(r,s)

1≤ r ≤ 2L

s ≡ 1
rZmod 1

� 2L
L+r

�

(A.22)

W (2L)
(0,0)

�2L
L

�

−
� 2L

L+1

�

(A.24)

PTLL(n)

W (2L)
(r,s)

2≤ r ≤ 2L

s ≡ 1
rZmod 1

� 2L
L+r

�

(A.22)

W (2L)
(0,0)

�2L
L

�

−
� 2L

L+1

�

(A.24)

W (2L)
(0, 1

2 )
1
2

�2L
L

�

(A.26)

(A.30)
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B Branching rules from transfer matrices

In this appendix we will explain how the branching rules of Sections 4.2 and 5.2 can be nu-
merically determined by diagonalizing transfer matrices. This method is useful for checking
our results. Moreover, it is of rather general validity.

B.1 Branching rules BL(n) ↓ uJTLL(n)

We consider a spin chain of L sites with 2r through-lines. Brauer modules B(L)
λ

carry an irre-
ducible representation of the symmetric group S|λ| on the |λ| = 2r through-lines. We want to

decompose them into representations W (L)
(r,s) of the unoriented Jones–Temperley–Lieb algebra.

Diagrammatically, this amounts to understanding what happens when we forbid line crossings.
As a function of L, dim B(L)

λ
(A.9) increases super-exponentially while dim W (L)

(r,s) (A.22)
increases only exponentially. Therefore, as L increases, more and more uJTLL(n) modules
appear in a given BL(n) at fixed λ. However, we know that the coefficient cλ(r,s) of a given
uJTLL(n) module is L-independent: we do not get more copies of the same modules, but
extra modules with increasing values of r within the bounds |λ| ≤ 2r ≤ L. We may therefore
take the limit L→∞ of the branching rule (104), and we obtain

Bλ =
uJTL(n)

∞
⊕

r= |λ|2

⊕

s∈ 1
r Z

−1<s≤1

cλ(r,s)W(r,s) , (B.1)

where we omit the dependence on L =∞. For example, B[3,1] =
uJTL(n)

W(2,± 1
2 )
⊕W(2,1) ⊕ . . .,

where we introduce the notation

W(r,±s) =W(r,s) ⊕W(r,−s) . (B.2)

B.1.1 Algorithm

We first construct a basis for B(L)
λ

. A suitable linear operator O(L) belonging to uJTLL is then
numerically diagonalised within the corresponding space, giving rise to a spectrum ΛO(L,λ).
Diagonalising next the same operatorO(L) within each of the representations W (L)

(r,s) with 2r ≤ L
and any allowed s gives rise to the spectra ΛO(L, r, s). It is then found that ΛO(L,λ) is the
union of all the ΛO(L, r, s), and the multiplicity of each eigenvalue in ΛO(L,λ) reveals the
corresponding integer coefficient cλ(r,s) on the right-hand side of the branching rule.

For this strategy to be fully successful we should choose O(L) such that the spectrum
ΛO(L, r, s) is simple for any (r, s) and such that the different spectra ΛO(L, r, s) have no co-
inciding eigenvalues. It turns out a good choice to take O(L) as the row-to-row transfer matrix
of the uJTL(n) loop model on the square lattice. For a generic value n> 0 of the loop weight,
it turns out that the spectra ΛO(L, r, s) are real, simple and non-overlapping, except for the
symmetry ΛO(L, r, s) = ΛO(L, r,−s). This is however not a problem, since the branching coef-
ficients themselves also do not depend on the sign of s.

We now give a few more details. Each element of the basis for B(L)
λ

consists of a link pattern
in which crossings are allowed, plus some extra information that will be constructed to impose
that the irreducible representation λ lives on the 2r = |λ| through-lines. We first construct the
set of link patterns consisting of 2r through-lines and a perfect matching (which may include
crossings) of the remaining L−2r points. This vector space of link patterns is denoted S0 and
has dimension

� L
L−|λ|

�

(L−|λ|−1)!!. We may endow each of the link patterns in S0 with an extra
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label, which can take fλ possible values, in order to have a space of total dimension (A.9). We
call this the vector space of labelled link patterns and denote it S1.

To diagonalise O(L) within S1, we use the Arnoldi method for non-symmetric matrices,
which is an iterative eigenvalue method that only relies on providing a method (or function,
in algorithmic parlance) that computes the vector v2 =O(L)v1 from any given vector v1 ∈ S1.
To provide this method we shall need to introduce a larger space, the space of link patterns
with distinguishable through-lines, denoted S2, which will be used in intermediary stages of
the computation of v2. The idea is that each state in S2 is a link pattern in which any one of its
through-lines carries a distinct “mark” from the set {1,2, . . . , 2r}. Here is an illustration of two
such link patterns from B(10)

λ
with |λ|= 4, differing only by the marks on the through-lines:

1 2 3 4 3 2 4 1 (B.3)

In this way, each link pattern in S2 is endowed with an element of the symmetric group S2r ,
enabling us to follow how the (now distinguishable) through-lines are permuted by the action
of O(L). In the space of permutations of {1, 2, . . . , 2r} we finally construct a (2r)!-dimensional
matrix representation Πλ of the Young projector on λ. Choosing an overall normalising factor
of fλ
|λ|! we find that Πλ is an idempotent of rank fλ (it has fλ unit eigenvalues). Let {wΠλi }

fλ
i=1

be the corresponding set of orthonormalised eigenvectors.
The multiplication method of the Arnoldi algorithm is now decomposed into the follow-

ing steps. Given the vector v1 ∈ S1, we map each of the corresponding basis states with
label i into a linear combination of (2r)! basis states in S2, using the coefficients coming from
the eigenvector wΠλi . In this way v1 has been “unfolded” into the larger space S2. We then
multiply this vector by O(L), using the hash-table data structures and the sparse-matrix factori-
sation techniques which have been extensively described in [34] (Appendix A). In this process
the through-lines carrying their respective marks will undergo permutations. The result after
multiplication by O(L) is the vector v2, but living in the enlarged space S2. To complete the
computation, we “refold” v2 into the smaller space S1 by projecting on the eigenvectors {wΠλi }.

The result of this diagonalisation of O(L) within S1 is the spectrum ΛO(L,λ) corresponding
to the representation B(L)

λ
. The spectra ΛO(L, r, s) corresponding to each representation W (L)

(r,s)
are obtained by more elementary means, which have been well described in [34] (Appendix
A). Comparing the two sets of spectra we finally deduce the branching rules.

B.1.2 Results

We have computed the branching rules of B(L)
λ

up to size L = 10 and for all representations
with |λ| ≤ 4, with the results:

B[] =
uJTL(n)

W(0,0) ⊕W(2,0) ⊕ 2W(3,0) ⊕W(3,± 2
3 )

(B.4a)

⊕ 7W(4,0) ⊕ 2W(4,± 1
4 )
⊕ 5W(4,± 1

2 )
⊕ 2W(4,± 3

4 )
⊕ 6W(4,1)

⊕ 36W(5,0) ⊕ 24W(5,± 1
5 )
⊕ 34W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 24W(5,± 3

5 )
⊕ 34W(5,± 4

5 )
⊕ 25W(5,1) ⊕ . . . ,

B[1] =
uJTL(n)

W( 1
2 ,0) ⊕W( 5

2 ,0) ⊕W( 5
2 ,± 2

5 )
⊕W( 5

2 ,± 4
5 )

(B.4b)

⊕ 5W( 7
2 ,0) ⊕ 5W( 7

2 ,± 2
7 )
⊕ 5W( 7

2 ,± 4
7 )
⊕ 5W( 7

2 ,⊕ 6
7 )

⊕ 36W( 9
2 ,0) ⊕ 36W( 9

2 ,± 2
9 )
⊕ 36W( 9

2 ,± 4
9 )
⊕ 36W( 9

2 ,± 2
3 )
⊕ 36W( 9

2 ,± 8
9 )
⊕ . . . ,

B[2] =
uJTL(n)

W(1,0) ⊕W(2,0) ⊕W(2,1) ⊕ 4W(3,0) ⊕ 2W(3,± 1
3 )
⊕ 4W(3,± 2

3 )
⊕ 2W(3,1) (B.4c)
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⊕ 23W(4,0) ⊕ 18W(4,± 1
4 )
⊕ 23W(4,± 1

2 )
⊕ 18W(4,± 3

4 )
⊕ 23W(4,1)

⊕ 191W(5,0) ⊕ 174W(5,± 1
5 )
⊕ 191W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 174W(5,± 3

5 )
⊕ 191W(5,± 4

5 )
⊕ 174W5,1 ⊕ . . . ,

B[12] =
uJTL(n)

W(1,1) ⊕W(2,± 1
2 )
⊕ 2W(3,0) ⊕ 4W(3,± 1

3 )
⊕ 2W(3,± 2

3 )
⊕ 4W(3,1) (B.4d)

⊕ 18W(4,0) ⊕ 23W(4,± 1
4 )
⊕ 18W(4,± 1

2 )
⊕ 23W(4,± 3

4 )
⊕ 18W(4,1)

⊕ 174W(5,0) ⊕ 191W(5,± 1
5 )
⊕ 174W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 191W(5,± 3

5 )
⊕ 174W(5,± 4

5 )
⊕ 191W(5,1) ⊕ . . . ,

B[3] =
uJTL(n)

W( 3
2 ,0) ⊕W( 5

2 ,0) ⊕W( 5
2 ,± 2

5 )
⊕W( 5

2 ,± 4
5 )

(B.4e)

⊕ 7W( 7
2 ,0) ⊕ 7W( 7

2 ,± 2
7 )
⊕ 7W( 7

2 ,± 4
7 )
⊕ 7W( 7

2 ,± 6
7 )

⊕ 63W( 9
2 ,0) ⊕ 61W( 9

2 ,± 2
9 )
⊕ 61W( 9

2 ,± 4
9 )
⊕ 63W( 9

2 ,± 2
3 )
⊕ 61W( 9

2 ,± 8
9 )
⊕ . . . ,

B[21] =
uJTL(n)

W( 3
2 ,± 2

3 )
⊕ 2W( 5

2 ,0) ⊕ 2W( 5
2 ,± 2

5 )
⊕ 2W( 5

2 ,± 4
5 )

(B.4f)

⊕ 14W( 7
2 ,0) ⊕ 14W( 7

2 ,± 2
7 )
⊕ 14W( 7

2 ,± 4
7 )
⊕ 14W( 7

2 ,± 6
7 )

⊕ 122W( 9
2 ,0) ⊕ 124W( 9

2 ,± 2
9 )
⊕ 124W( 9

2 ,± 4
9 )
⊕ 122W( 9

2 ,± 2
3 )
⊕ 124W( 9

2 ,± 8
9 )
⊕ . . . ,

B[13] =
uJTL(n)

W( 3
2 ,0) ⊕W( 5

2 ,0) ⊕W( 5
2 ,± 2

5 )
⊕W( 5

2 ,± 4
5 )

(B.4g)

⊕ 7W( 7
2 ,0) ⊕ 7W( 7

2 ,± 2
7 )
⊕ 7W( 7

2 ,± 4
7 )
⊕ 7W( 7

2 ,± 6
7 )

⊕ 63W( 9
2 ,0) ⊕ 61W( 9

2 ,± 2
9 )
⊕ 61W( 9

2 ,± 4
9 )
⊕ 63W( 9

2 ,± 2
3 )
⊕ 61W( 9

2 ,± 8
9 )
⊕ . . . ,

B[4] =
uJTL(n)

W(2,0) ⊕ 2W(3,0) ⊕W(3,± 1
3 )
⊕ 2W(3,± 2

3 )
⊕W(3,1) (B.4h)

⊕ 16W(4,0) ⊕ 12W(4,± 1
4 )
⊕ 15W(4,± 1

2 )
⊕ 12W(4,± 3

4 )
⊕ 16W(4,1)

⊕ 158W(5,0) ⊕ 147W(5,± 1
5 )
⊕ 158W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 147W(5,± 3

5 )
⊕ 158W(5,± 4

5 )
⊕ 147W(5,1) ⊕ . . . ,

B[31] =
uJTL(n)

W(2,± 1
2 )
⊕W(2,1) ⊕ 4W(3,0) ⊕ 5W(3,± 1

3 )
⊕ 4W(3,± 2

3 )
⊕ 5W(3,1) (B.4i)

⊕ 39W(4,0) ⊕ 43W(4,± 1
4 )
⊕ 40W(4,± 1

2 )
⊕ 43W(4,± 3

4 )
⊕ 39W(4,1)

⊕ 452W(5,0) ⊕ 463W(5,± 1
5 )
⊕ 452W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 463W(5,± 3

5 )
⊕ 452W(5,± 4

5 )
⊕ 463W(5,1) ⊕ . . . ,

B[22] =
uJTL(n)

W(2,0) ⊕W(2,1) ⊕ 4W(3,0) ⊕ 2W(3,± 1
3 )
⊕ 4W(3,± 2

3 )
⊕ 2W(3,1) (B.4j)

⊕ 31W(4,0) ⊕ 24W(4,± 1
4 )
⊕ 31W(4,± 1

2 )
⊕ 24W(4,± 3

4 )
⊕ 31W(4,1)

⊕ 316W(5,0) ⊕ 294W(5,± 1
5 )
⊕ 316W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 294W(5,± 3

5 )
⊕ 316W(5,± 4

5 )
⊕ 294W(5,1) ⊕ . . . ,

B[212] =
uJTL(n)

W(2,0) ⊕W(2,± 1
2 )
⊕ 4W(3,0) ⊕ 5W(3,± 1

3 )
⊕ 4W(3,± 2

3 )
⊕ 5W(3,1) (B.4k)

⊕ 40W(4,0) ⊕ 43W(4,± 1
4 )
⊕ 39W(4,± 1

2 )
⊕ 43W(4,± 3

4 )
⊕ 40W(4,1)

⊕ 452W(5,0) ⊕ 463W(5,± 1
5 )
⊕ 452W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 463W(5,± 3

5 )
⊕ 452W(5,± 4

5 )
⊕ 463W(5,1) ⊕ . . . ,

B[14] =
uJTL(n)

W(2,1) ⊕ 2W(3,0) ⊕W(3,± 1
3 )
⊕ 2W(3,± 2

3 )
⊕W(3,1) (B.4l)

⊕ 15W(4,0) ⊕ 12W(4,± 1
4 )
⊕ 16W(4,± 1

2 )
⊕ 12W(4,± 3

4 )
⊕ 15W(4,1)

⊕ 158W(5,0) ⊕ 147W(5,± 1
5 )
⊕ 158W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 147W(5,± 3

5 )
⊕ 158W(5,± 4

5 )
⊕ 147W(5,1) ⊕ . . .

B.1.3 Observations

We recognise here the coefficients cλ(r,s) computed in section 4.2. In addition we make a number
of observations:

• The results for B[3] and B[13] are identical. This is because the even and odd permutations
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have the same sign in the Young projector Π[3] and opposite signs in Π[13], and therefore
cannot mix under the action of the cyclic group.

• The results for B[4] and B[14] coincide for r odd. The results for B[22] and r odd have
coefficients that are larger by a factor of dim [22] = 2.

• The results for B[31] and B[212] coincide for r odd.

B.2 Branching rules PL(Q) ↓ PTL2L(
p

Q)

Let us briefly describe our algorithm in this case, while focussing on the differences with respect
to the case of BL(n) ↓ uJTLL(n) in Appendix B.1.

We consider a system of L sites (or Potts spins). Partition-algebra modules P(L)
λ

have a basis
of set partitions of the L sites, with r ∈ N propagating blocks. The propagating blocks carry
an irreducible representation of the symmetric group S|λ| with |λ|= r. We want to decompose

P(L)
λ

into representations W (2L)
(r,s) of PTL2L(

p

Q), with |λ| ≤ r ≤ L. We consider the limit L→∞
and omit the dependence on L. We have r ≥ 2 except in the cases P[] =

PTL(
p

Q)
W(0,0) ⊕ · · ·

and P[1] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(0, 1

2 )
⊕ · · ·

B.2.1 Algorithm

We first construct a basis of set partitions of {1, 2, . . . , L} with |λ| propagating (but indistin-
guishable) blocks, defining the vector space S0. Each of the set partitions in S0 is then endowed
with an extra label which can take fλ possible values, defining the vector space of labelled set
partitions S1. This S1 has the same dimension (A.7) as the module P(L)

λ
. We then wish to

diagonalise a suitable linear operator O(L) within S1, in order to obtain the spectrum ΛO(L,λ)
corresponding to the representation P(L)

λ
. This is done, as in Appendix B.1, by providing the

multiplication method of the Arnoldi algorithm. In this method, S1 is first unfolded—by means
of the orthonormal eigenvectors {wΠλi }

fλ
i=1 of the Young projector Πλ—into an enlarged space

S2 in which each of the propagating blocks carries a distinct mark (each of the sites in a given
block carries the same mark). After the multiplication by O(L), acting within S2, the result is
folded back into S1 by projecting on the eigenvectors wΠλi .

We find that an appropriate choice of the linear operator O(L) is that of the row-to-row
transfer matrix of the Q-state cluster model on an axially oriented square lattice with periodic
boundary conditions. Notice that this is a product of L operators adding the horizontal edges
and another L operators adding the vertical ones, each edge operator being a sparse matrix
expressed in terms of join and detach operators [34]. For generic values of Q > 0, the operator
O(L) has the advantage that the spectra do not contain any accidental degeneracies. The
branching rules can therefore be unambiguously read off from the multiplicities in ΛO(L,λ)
and by comparison with the spectra ΛO(2L, r, s) of the Potts model.

B.2.2 Results

For the fully symmetric representations P[p] we find then the branching rules

P[] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(0,0) ⊕W(4,0) ⊕ 3W(6,0) ⊕W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ · · · , (B.5a)

P[1] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(0, 1

2 )
⊕W(4,0) ⊕W(4, 1

2 )
⊕W(5,0) ⊕W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕W(5,± 2

5 )
(B.5b)

⊕ 5W(6,0) ⊕ 2W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 4W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 3W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,
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P[2] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(2,0) ⊕ 2W(4,0) ⊕W(4, 1

2 )
⊕ 2W(5,0) ⊕ 2W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕ 2W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ (B.5c)

⊕ 10W(6,0) ⊕ 5W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 9W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 5W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[3] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(3,0) ⊕W(4,0) ⊕W(4, 1

2 )
⊕ 2W(5,0) ⊕ 2W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕ 2W(5,± 2

5 )
(B.5d)

⊕ 11W(6,0) ⊕ 6W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 9W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 7W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[4] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(4,0) ⊕W(5,0) ⊕W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕W(5,± 2

5 )
(B.5e)

⊕ 7W(6,0) ⊕ 3W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 6W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 4W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[5] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(5,0) ⊕ 2W(6,0) ⊕W(6,± 1

6 )
⊕ 2W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · . (B.5f)

For the fully antisymmetric representations P[1p] we find

P[12] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(2, 1

2 )
⊕W(4,± 1

4 )
⊕W(4, 1

2 )
⊕ 2W(5,0) ⊕ 2W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕ 2W(5,± 2

5 )
(B.6a)

⊕ 6W(6,0) ⊕ 8W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 6W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 9W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[13] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(3,0) ⊕W(4,± 1

4 )
⊕ 2W(5,0) ⊕ 2W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕ 2W(5,± 2

5 )
(B.6b)

⊕ 8W(6,0) ⊕ 9W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 6W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 10W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[14] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(4, 1

2 )
⊕W(5,0) ⊕W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕W(5,± 2

5 )
(B.6c)

⊕ 6W(6,0) ⊕ 4W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 5W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 5W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[15] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(5,0) ⊕ 2W(6,0) ⊕W(6,± 1

6 )
⊕ 2W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · . (B.6d)

We have also computed some, but not all, of the cases with fλ > 1 and |λ| ≤ 6:

P[21] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(3,± 1

3 )
⊕W(4,0) ⊕W(4,± 1

4 )
⊕W(4, 1

2 )
⊕ 4W(5,0) ⊕ 4W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕ 4V(5,± 2

5 )
(B.7a)

⊕ 15W(6,0) ⊕ 16W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 17W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 15W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[31] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(4,± 1

4 )
⊕W(4, 1

2 )
⊕ 3W(5,0) + 3W(5,± 1

5 )
+ 3V(5,± 2

5 )
(B.7b)

⊕ 14W(6,0) ⊕ 15W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 14W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 15W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[22] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(4,0) ⊕W(4, 1

2 )
⊕ 2W(5,0) + 2W(5,± 1

5 )
+ 2W(5,± 2

5 )
(B.7c)

⊕ 11W(6,0) ⊕ 8W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 12W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 7W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[212] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(4,0) ⊕W(4,± 1

4 )
⊕ 3W(5,0) + 3W(5,± 1

5 )
+ 3V(5,± 2

5 )
(B.7d)

⊕ 13W(6,0) ⊕ 16W(6,± 1
6 )
⊕ 13W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 16W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

P[41] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 6W(6,0) ⊕ 6W(6,± 1

6
)⊕ 6W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 6W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · , (B.7e)

P[3,2] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(5,0) ⊕W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 8W(6,0) ⊕ 7W(6,± 1

6 )
⊕ 8W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 7W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

(B.7f)

P[312] =
PTL(
p

Q)
2W(5,0) ⊕W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 8W(6,0) ⊕ 10W(6,± 1

6 )
⊕ 8W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 10W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

(B.7g)
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P[221] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(5,0) ⊕W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 8W(6,0) ⊕ 7W(6,± 1

6 )
⊕ 8W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 7W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · ,

(B.7h)

P[213] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(5,± 1

5 )
⊕W(5,± 2

5 )
⊕ 6W(6,0) ⊕ 6W(6,± 1

6 )
⊕ 6W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕ 6W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · , (B.7i)

P[51] =
PTL(
p

Q)
W(6,± 1

6 )
⊕W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · , (B.7j)

P[42] =
PTL(
p

Q)
2W(6,0) ⊕W(6,± 1

6 )
⊕ 2W(6,± 1

3 )
⊕W(6, 1

2 )
⊕ · · · (B.7k)

B.2.3 Observations

We recognise here the coefficients dλ(r,s) computed in Section 5.2. In particular,
combining (B.5)–(B.7) with a dimensional count is enough to uniquely determine the Λ(r,s)
for all r ≤ 6, thus recovering all of the results displayed in (73).

Concerning the terms on the right-hand side with the minimal value of r, that is r = |λ|, we
can go a bit further. In that case we can infer some families of branching coefficients, in whichλ
consists of one long row followed by one or two short rows. This proceeds by studying carefully
the corresponding Young projector Πλ, either by hand or aided by MATHEMATICA for the more
complicated cases, but without employing the above method of numerically diagonalizing the
transfer matrix.

We first find that

d[L−1,1]
(L, k

L )
=

¨

0 , for k = 0 ,

1 , otherwise .
(B.8)

The sum of multiplicities is of course
∑L−1

k=0 d[L−1,1]
(L, k

L )
= L−1, the dimension of the representation

λ= [L − 1, 1] on the left-hand side. Similarly we find for P[L−2,2] the multiplicities

d[L−2,2]
(L, k

L )
=

¨
� L−2

2

�

, for k even ,
� L−3

2

�

, for k odd ,
(B.9)

where ⌊x⌋ denotes the integer part of x . Their sum is 1
2 L(L − 3), as it should be by the hook

length formula (98). The result (B.9) has been checked up to L = 8. For P[L−2,1,1] we find

d[L−2,1,1]
(L, k

L )
=











1+
� L−3

2

�

, for k = 0 ,
� L−3

2

�

, for k ̸= 0 even ,
� L−2

2

�

, for k odd ,

(B.10)

and the sum of multiplicities is 1
2(L−1)(L−2). This result has been checked up to L = 7. And

finally we obtain

d[L−3,2,1]
(L, k

L )
=



















�

(L−3)2
3

�

, for 3 ∤ k ,
�

(L−3)2
3

�

, for 3 | k and 3 ∤ L ,
�

(L−3)2
3 − 1

�

, for 3 | k and 3 | L ,

(B.11)

with total multiplicity 1
3 L(L − 2)(L − 4). This has been checked up to L = 7.
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